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Sustainable Irish Retail Action (SIRA) is an initiative to help retailers take practical 
steps to make their businesses more sustainable. Neither of us claim to be sustainability 
experts.  However, having both worked with retailers over the years, we wanted to 
play our part in helping the retail community meet the sustainability challenge. We 

recognise that making retail businesses more sustainable is a major challenge facing the 
sector, and we wanted to support retailers in doing this.

The first step in this initiative was to listen. We conducted a survey among 232 owners, directors 
and senior managers of Irish retail businesses (fieldwork was conducted online between 11th 
February and 3rd March 2022). We also spoke to people within the retail community to get 
their views and understand their challenges around sustainability. We spoke to:

 » Experts on sustainability.  
 » Retailers who have already gone on the journey to make their businesses more 

sustainable, to understand their experiences and capture learnings for others.  
 » Retailers who are not as far on that journey, to understand the barriers they face.
 » Those who provide products and services to the retail community.  

Our aim was to create the SIRA e-guide to serve as a practical support for retailers.  When 
we set out to develop this guide, we knew we would need a lot of support to make it happen.  
We would first and foremost like to thank our partners Retail Excellence and Champion Green.  
With the support of Duncan Graham in Retail Excellence and Evelyn Moynihan in Champion 
Green, we have been given a platform to share our guide with the retail community and 
generate conversations around retail sustainability. We would especially like to thank the 
businesses that have sponsored us on our journey.  TapCreative, Vodafone, AIB and SuperValu 
have, through their support and sponsorship, made it possible to develop this e-guide and 
make it available free of charge to retailers.  

Finally, we would like to thank the many contributors to this initiative.  We hope this SIRA 
e-guide will support the many retailers we know who want to make their businesses more 
sustainable. We hope it will contribute to a discussion amongst retailers and the wider business 
sector on retail sustainability.

Section 1:  
What is SIRA - 
Sustainable Irish Retail Action?

Sharon Yourell Lawlor
Shopper and Retail Marketing Strategist, 

Think Plan Do Consulting

Sharon

Claire Cogan
Behavioural Scientist & Researcher, 

BehaviourWise

Claire

&

Section 1 |What Is SIRA – Sustainable Irish Retail Action? 

HOW TO USE THE 
SIRA E-GUIDE 
You could choose to read this guide from 
end to end, or dip in and out of sections 
that are of most interest.

 » SECTIONS 1 TO 6 expand on the  
topic of sustainability.

 » SECTION 7 outlines supports available  
to Irish retailers to help make their 
businesses more sustainable. 

 » SECTION 8 introduces our 10 key  
pillars of retail sustainability. 

Throughout, you will find interesting facts, 
case studies and practical advice. 

Whether you work through the entire 
guide or focus on certain sections, the key 
point is to start somewhere and become 
part of the growing community of 
retailers driving the sustainability agenda.
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WHY INVEST IN MAKING 
YOUR RETAIL BUSINESS 
MORE SUSTAINABLE?
To protect the environment

To deliver cost savings and increase your 
competitiveness 

To attract and retain new talent 

To boost your reputation with staff, 
customers and stakeholders within your 
business

To drive leadership within your sector

To elevate your retail brand 

To better meet criteria for business loans

To future-proof your business

Section 2:  
The Retailer’s Role 
around Sustainability

RETAIL IN IRELAND
The size of the retail sector in Ireland:

THE RETAILER’S ROLE IN TRANSITIONING TO 
A LOW CARBON ECONOMY 
In 2015, the UNFCCC Paris Agreement was signed by 197 countries, with the aim of 
combating climate change and keeping global warming to less than 2 degrees.  
The Climate Action and Low Carbon Development (Amendment) Act 2021 in 
Ireland set a legally-binding carbon reduction target of 51% by 2030 and net 
zero by 2050. There is huge urgency amongst business leaders and owners to 
transform to low-carbon business models and Irish retailers have a vital role to play 
in transitioning both themselves and their customers to a low-carbon economy and 
supporting the Irish Government’s roadmap to net zero carbon emissions by 2050. 

3rd
biggest
sector

€30b
contribution in

total sales

14%
national 

employment

280k
retail 

workers

Section 2 | The Retailer’s Role Around Sustainability 

at least

51%
cut in 

greenhouse 
emissions  

from 2018 levels

at least

70%
of electricity 

from renewable 
sources

at least

32.5%
improvement 

in energy 
efficiency

2030 CLIMATE TARGETS FOR IRELAND
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Section 3: 
Why Retailers are Key to 
the Sustainability Agenda

RETAILERS CARE ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY
Our survey shows that Irish retailers are concerned about the effects of climate 
change and are highly motivated to make their businesses as sustainable as possible: 

Section 3 | Why Retailers are key to the Sustainability Agenda

RETAILERS INFLUENCE OTHERS, FAR BEYOND 
THEIR OWN BUSINESSES
There’s an extra benefit in helping retailers make their businesses more sustainable, 
and that’s the positive knock-on effect on suppliers, employees and customers.  

Influencing suppliers to drive change will ensure that suppliers are on the journey too, 
prompting them to think of their own sustainability practices and encouraging them 
to make positive changes.  Setting clear expectations around why the questions are 
being asked of suppliers will also assist this.  

The pandemic has led employees to reflect on their work and what is important to 
them. People increasingly want to work for employers that support the things they 
care about, including sustainability, and will appreciate efforts their employers make 
to create a more sustainable business model. 

Retailers rate their 
motivation to make 

their businesses 
sustainable 

8       10 
on average

85% 
personally highly 
concerned about 

the effects of 
climate change 

74%  
highly concerned  
about the effects 

of climate 
change  

on their business 

HELPING IRISH SHOPPERS TO 
SHOP MORE SUSTAINABLY

According to our survey 77% of retailers believe they will need 
to offer more sustainable products and services in the future 
because their customers will expect it.  Shoppers say they support the 
sustainability agenda and expect retailers to offer sustainable products 
and services.  However, if finding those sustainable options takes a lot of 
effort, shoppers are less likely to follow through.  It’s easier to follow the 
path of least resistance. Retailers can help shoppers by making it easier 
for them to shop sustainably. By stocking sustainable options and making 
them easy to find, retailers help us all to shop more sustainably. 

The influence retailers have on their suppliers, employees, and shoppers, 
means their impact is far-reaching.  This shows what a pivotal role Irish 
retailers play in supporting the Irish Governments plan to reach net zero 
carbon emissions by 2050. We hope this guide goes some way towards 
helping retailers unlock that impact.

Sonya Lennon
Entrepreneur and Thought Leader for 

Equitable Workplaces.

“Building or evolving into a fully sustainable 
business is too big an elephant to eat in 

one meal. SIRA provides a framework to 
break down and map the concepts and 

complexity of progressive sustainability. 
We need this in retail right now.”

Source: SIRA Retailer Survey 2022 

out 
of
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A VALUE-LED SUSTAINABILITY MINDSET
For many retailers, there is a common misconception that while making 
their businesses more sustainable is the right thing to do, it is costly – in 
terms of time, people and money.  Retailers have been impacted by the 
pandemic, staff shortages, supply chain issues, and now the rising cost of 
doing business. At a time like this, taking on sustainability initiatives which 
they believe will add cost can seem daunting.

But what if instead of thinking about sustainability in cost terms, we think 
of it as adding value, delivering better results, increasing customer loyalty, 
developing a more stable supply chain and enhancing a retailers brand 
and reputation?  In an interview with Wasted.ie, Stephen Prendiville, Head 
of Sustainability for EY Ireland describes this perspective as a ‘value-led’ 
sustainability mindset.

The SIRA guide contains over 20 case studies from retailers that have 
adopted a ‘value-led’ mindset to sustainability.  They are intended to give 
retailers food for thought and provide inspiration. They demonstrate that 
sustainability initiatives can reduce costs, expand the range of services 
offered, attract customers, employees and the local community and 
ultimately improve business efficiency and profit.  All while developing a 
low-carbon business model.

PEOPLE

PL

ANET PROSPERITY

Section 4: 
Explaining Sustainability 
& Climate Action

THE 3PS OF SUSTAINABILITY
PLANET | PEOPLE | PROSPERITY 
Sustainable development is the idea that human societies must live and meet their 
needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs. The “official” definition of sustainable development was developed for the 
first time in the Brundtland Report in 1987. 

Section 4 | Explaining Sustainability & Climate Action

SUSTAINABILITY IS OFTEN REFERRED TO IN 
TERMS OF THREE KEY PILLARS

ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMIC 

SOCIAL

• Interview on www.wasted.ie with 
Stephen Prendiville, Head of Sustainability 
for EY Ireland, on why ‘doing enough’ on 
sustainability is not enough. 

FURTHER READING
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Section 5:  
Understanding 
Climate Jargon 

Section 5 | Understanding Climate Jargon

There is a simple tool called Climate Jargon Buster, which provides plain English 
explanations for approximately 80 common climate action terms. The explanations 
are designed to help describe ideas and concepts rather than to give strict scientific 
definitions.  So, if you are looking to familiarise yourself with some of the commonly used 
terms out there when it comes to climate change, head to climatejargonbuster.ie.

91% 45%46%
Understanding sustainability

Extremely welll Quite well

Don’t understand
greenhouse gases

20%

Don’t understand
circular economy

33% 

Don’t understand
climate change

15%

Don’t understand
net zero carbon emissions

25%

In our recent retailer survey on sustainability, 91% of respondents said they 
feel they understand what sustainability means.  However, when asked 
if they understood many of the terms associated with sustainability, such 
as greenhouse gases, net zero emissions or circular economy, a sizeable 
proportion said they did not.

RETAILERS COULD BE SUPPORTED WITH 
MORE EDUCATION

The Climate Jargon Buster

Source: SIRA Retailer Survey 2022

HERE ARE SOME OF THE MOST 
COMMONLY USED DEFINITIONS: 
 
CLIMATE CHANGE:   
This is a change in long-term weather patterns due to natural forces, or 
human activity, or both. 

NET ZERO EMISSIONS:  
This refers to achieving an overall balance between greenhouse gas 
emissions produced by human activity and greenhouse gas emissions 
taken out of the atmosphere. 

CARBON NEUTRAL:  
This means that the amount of greenhouse gas released into the air 
equals the amount removed from the air. Example: increasing our use of 
renewable energy and carbon sinks will help us become carbon neutral. 

CLIMATE ACTION PLAN:  
This is Government’s annual plan that sets out how we will meet our 
climate commitments and reach EU and international climate targets. 
The Climate Action Plan 2021 was published in November 2021. It sets 
out the detailed actions that will be taken by sectors like electricity, 
transport, agriculture and enterprise to tackle climate change. 

CIRCULAR ECONOMY:  
This type of economy uses a more efficient and low-carbon approach. 
It makes sure that we reduce and reuse products and materials so that 
less waste is produced. 

GREEN ECONOMY:  
A green economy is low-carbon, resource-efficient and socially inclusive. 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS:  
irelandsdg.geohive.ie : These are goals (17 in all) developed by the United 
Nations to address the urgent environmental, political and economic 
challenges facing our world. Their ultimate goal is to end poverty, while 
protecting the planet and building economic growth.
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Section 5: 
Understanding 
Climate Jargon 

Section 5 |Understanding Climate Jargon

THE GREENHOUSE GAS PROTOCOL AND  
SCOPE 1, 2 AND 3 EMISSIONS
If you have ever heard of Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions but are confused by what they 
mean, let alone knowing what to do about these emissions, you wouldn’t be alone.  
In simple terms, greenhouse gas emissions are categorised into three groups or 
‘Scopes’ by the most widely-used international accounting tool, the Greenhouse 
Gas (GHG) Protocol (Source: Carbon Trust). 

It is key that retailers become familiar with the terminology and start to understand 
and think about how to reduce their businesses’ carbon emissions in terms 
of these 3 scopes.  As more and more retail businesses begin recording and 
reporting their carbon emissions and set targets around scope 1, 2 and 3 carbon 
emission reduction, being ahead of the curve will make it easier for SMEs to report 
information to banks, clients, and investors – helping retailers play their role in the 
transition to a sustainable economy. 

Diagram Source: Greenhouse Gas Protocol

SCOPE 1
Covers direct emissions from 
owned or controlled sources. 

Examples include fuel 
combustion on site such as 

gas boilers, company vehicles 
and air-conditioning leaks.

SCOPE 2
Covers indirect emissions 

from the generation of 
purchased electricity, 

steam, heating and cooling 
consumed by the business.

SCOPE 3
Includes all other indirect 
emissions that occur in a 
company’s value chain.

• Watch this video explaining the 
Greenhouse Gas Protocol which was 
convened by the WRI (World Resources 
Institute) and the WBCSD (World Business 
Council for Sustainable Development)

FURTHER READING

• Check out this explainer of scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions on www.carbontrust.com
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Section 6:  
Importance of Adopting  
a Circular Mindset

Section 6 | Importance of adopting a Circular Mindset

Our current economic model is linear, based on a ‘take-make-dispose’ 
approach. Put simply, in a linear economy raw materials are collected, 
processed, and transformed into a product that is thrown away after 
use. Value is created in this economic system by producing and selling 
as many products as possible. Such a system is unsustainable from the 

perspective of resources, consumption, and environmental impact.

VIDEO – ELLEN MACARTHER ON THE 
BASICS OF THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY 

The circular system and the linear system differ from each other in the way in which 
value is created or maintained. In a circular economy, we follow the 3R approach: 

 » REDUCE - Resource use is minimised 
 »  REUSE - Reuse of products and parts is maximised 
 » RECYCLE - Raw materials are reused to a high standard

Inspired by nature, the circular economy is designed to be restorative and regenerative, 
with the ultimate goal to design out waste. Aside from the environmental impact that 
waste creates, the pace at which we are consuming the earth’s resources cannot be 
sustained, hence the importance of adopting a circular mindset. The circular economy 
is a response to the realisation that the Earth is made of finite resources which cannot 
be relied on forever. The circular economy aims to retain value by keeping materials, 
components, and products in use for as long as possible. Recycling should be a last 
resort in many cases. Adopting a circular model means designing for consumption 
and production systems that enable this connected model to occur. This opens up 
new opportunities outside the current norm. We already see circular business models 
emerging. An example is GoCar, the car rental service which comes under the circular 
principle of shared ownership. Each GoCar will take about 10-20 privately owned cars 
off the road which eliminates unnecessary energy consumption, lowering emissions.

The ideal circular economy isn’t about one manufacturer changing one product, 
it’s about interconnecting companies that form our infrastructure and economy 
coming together. By designing individual products as a closed loop circular design, we 
eventually end up with what could be thousands of closed loop systems.  

TAKE MAKE WASTE

Extraction Manufacturing End of Life

LINEAR ECONOMY

LINK TO DOWNLOAD THIS DIAGRAM

The ideal would be a web of interconnecting loops. This would mean that materials 
and components from one product can be reused or repurposed in another product 
– sharing resources. It’s about thinking beyond the frustrations and limitations of our 
current environment and adopting a new circular mindset. Mindset is key to influencing 
the universal change needed to become more sustainable. The most exciting solutions 
arise from collaboration: looking beyond a single stakeholder and considering the 
bigger picture. As collaboration cannot happen in isolation, it is essential to seek out 
allies that are challenging the accepted ways of doing things, making sustainable 
thinking a core value. This guide is a vehicle to share ideas and tips and encourage a 
circular mindset to drive sustainable outcomes. These outcomes no matter how small 
are all part of the journey towards a future-proofed circular economy.
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Section 7:  
How to Navigate 
Sustainability Supports 

Section 7 | How To Navigate Sustainability Supports

Once you decide to make your business more sustainable, the next step 
is figuring out where to start and what to do.  This can be daunting, as 
there are many aspects to sustainable business practices, and some 
are quite specialist in nature. Our survey reveals that on average 1 in 4 

retailers are not clear what actions they need to take when it comes to build and 
retrofit, appliances and systems, supply chain, heating and cooling, or signage 
and communications. 

In this section we suggest how you can get started and direct you to supports and 
tools available to Irish retail businesses to help them on their sustainability journey. 

FOLLOW THE 4 STEPS TO SUSTAINABILITY – 4S

 » Appoint a Sustainability person or 
team to act as key sustainability champion(s) 
within your retail business (see section on 
People & Practices for more details).

 » If your business has several stores, 
select one store or a sample of 
stores to focus on initially. Use this as 
a pilot to measure impact and learn from, 
before rolling out initiatives across all stores.

 » Understand your impact on the 
surrounding environment so that you 

can map out opportunities for improvement 
and visualise your goals. 

 » Think about the goals you would 
like to set for your business. You might 
fine-tune these later, but to begin with it 
may be helpful to look at the bigger picture. 
The Irish Government’s Climate Action Plan 
outlines what we have committed to as a 
country to achieve a 51% reduction in overall 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and set 
us on a path to reach net-zero emissions by 
2050. Download it here

1. GET STARTED

2. GET SAVVY
 » Understand climate jargon 

Get comfortable with the terms typically 
associated with carbon emissions and climate 
action.  Visit www.climatejargonbuster.ie, 
which aims to demystify climate jargon. 

 » Understand your carbon footprint 
Your business will need to assess its 
current carbon footprint, set targets for 
improvement, and develop action plans. 
For support in calculating the carbon 
footprint of your business, check out the 
www.climatetoolkit4business.gov.ie. It 
guides retailers through steps to gather key 

information needed to assess the starting 
point of the business. It describes practical 
ways to start taking action to reduce carbon 
emissions.  

 » If you have a small business with 
up to 10 employees, contact your 
Local Enterprise Office to learn 
more about the ‘Green for Micro’ 
programme and how it can help your 
business develop a ‘greener’ policy and 
prepare for the low carbon, more resource 
efficient economy of the future.  It is free of 
charge.

1. Get STARTED 
There are a number of key upfront decisions to make such as  
who to appoint to champion sustainability within your business.

2. Get SAVVY
Your business will need to assess its current carbon footprint, 
set targets for improvement, and work to its action plan goals.  

4. Get SET
Make use of practical tools and checklists available.

3. Get SUPPORTED
Familiarise yourself with different supports available.  To help you,  
we have set out some of the different supports under key headings.
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2. GET SUPPORTED

 » Mywaste.ie provides guidance on how 
to segregate, manage and dispose of your 
business waste. 

 » Repak run initiatives and campaigns 
to help its business members improve 
the sustainability of their packaging and 
encourage consumers to reduce, reuse and 
recycle better. 

 » WEEE (Waste Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment) Ireland 
maintains an approved Register for Retailers 
and Distribution Centres of electrical 
appliances and industrial and automotive 
batteries as required under Regulations.  
Its WEEE Retailer Programme has 8,000 
registered retailers across the country.

WASTE MANAGEMENT AND SEGREGATION

WATER CONSERVATION
 » Irish Water’s Water Conservation 

for business Hub helps you learn how to 
conserve water in your business and includes 
industry specific conservation tips.

TRANSPORT EFFICIENCY
 » For transport support, if you’re making 

local or national deliveries, consider switching 
your fleet to electric.  SEAI provide support 
of up to €3,800 towards the commercial 
purchase of a Light Commercial Vehicle (LCV).

 » Support Scheme for Energy 
Audits: SEAI offers SMEs who spend over 
€10,000 on energy every year a €2,000 
voucher towards the cost of an energy 
audit. This audit will highlight energy saving 
opportunities and whether renewable energy 
technologies are right for your business. 

 » Larger energy efficiency 
upgrades: SEAI EXEED Grant Scheme is for 
companies planning a major investment in 
an energy efficient design project. It includes 
grant funding for project planning and design 

along with implementation of upgrades. 

 » Renewable heat: SEAI Support Scheme 
for Renewable Heat provides grant support 
for heat pumps and operational aid for 
biomass and biogas boilers.

 » Invest in energy efficient products  
and equipment: the Accelerated Capital 
Allowance Scheme is a tax incentive run by 
Revenue which encourages  investment in 

energy saving technology. Companies that 
pay corporation tax in Ireland can deduct 
the full cost of the qualifying energy efficient 
equipment from their profits in the year of 
purchase. The list of technologies which can 
be included in the scheme (Triple E Register) is 
available on the SEAI website. 

 » Energy Contracting is a ‘pay for 
performance’ approach to installing and 
operating energy technologies in your 
business, SEAI offers guidance and support. 
The option you choose influences the level of 
energy and cost savings guaranteed. 

 » Energy related projects: you could 
also consider contacting an energy provider.  
The largest energy companies in Ireland are 
obligated to achieve energy savings targets 
every year. Businesses can contact any 
supplier directly to ask about support for their 
project under the Energy Efficiency Obligation 
Scheme.

 » Sign up for Sustainable Energy 
Authority of Ireland (SEAI) Energy 
Academy. This is an e-learning platform 
with a variety of courses on topics like 
Decarbonisation for Business, Energy and 
Climate Change, Circular Economy, and 
Leading Sustainable Change. 

 » Join one of the Climate Ready 
Academy Masterclasses, which 
connects business owners and managers 
with thought leaders and experts in climate 
action and sustainability. Through interactive 
and informative sessions, participants will 
gain insight into best practice models on a 
global level. 

 » Consider becoming a Climate 
Ambassador or encourage one of your 
team to do so by attending climate action 
training provided by An Taisce.

 » The Green Teams Programme is 
the national programme for environmental 
champions and green team members in 

Ireland, developed by Waterford Institute of 
Technology and Consulteco environmental 
consultants. This is a taught and online training 
and support programme to help green team 
members in organisations better promote 
sustainable action in the workplace. 

 » For Dublin-based businesses, the Dublin 
Chamber Sustainability Academy 
has been set up to help businesses become 
more sustainable and to reduce their carbon 
footprint.  The Academy offers participating 
businesses a comprehensive range of 
supports including training workshops, 
support materials; and peer-to-peer idea 
sharing opportunities.

 » MODOS is an interactive circular 
economy training and mentoring 
programme for eligible micro, small and 
medium enterprises. It is designed to help 
businesses improve their sustainability in an 
efficient and effective way while fostering 
innovation and profitability.

DEVELOP KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

 » If you are ready to develop an 
energy plan for your business, 
check out SEAI Energy Management 
Workbook.  They also provide a sample 
completed workbook for guidance. 

 » For support materials to help 
manage your business waste 
check out the downloadable posters, bin 
labels, guidance booklet and a waste 

management checklist on Mywaste’s website. 
In addition to the downloadable option, 
printed materials are also available free of 
charge.

 » If working with a sustainability 
mentor, ask them about tools to 
develop a sustainability strategy, report on 
targets externally and align to Government 
plans.

4. GET SET

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Section 7 | How To Navigate Sustainability Supports Section 7 | How To Navigate Sustainability Supports
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https://www.mywaste.ie/business/?tab=downloads
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Introducing 10 Key Pillars 
of Retail Sustainability

Section 8 | Introducing 10 Key Pillars Of Retail Sustainability

To help retailers take practical steps on their sustainability journey, we 
have identified 10 key pillars.  Each pillar represents an important aspect 
of sustainability for a retail business. Under each pillar we provide some 
context, interesting facts, case studies from retailers who have already 

made progress in these areas, and practical tips on how to make these aspects of 
your business more sustainable. 

You might choose to work through each pillar in turn or focus on one or two pillars 
that are particularly important to your business. Some pillars require more specialist 
knowledge than others. Our survey reveals that retailers are less confident about 
knowing what actions to take in some areas. We hope that the guidance we 
provide under each pillar will give retailers the confidence to know what steps they 
need to take.

SHOP

Improving the sustainability of your retail business within the framework of our 10 
pillars makes perfect business sense as well as helping in the fight against climate 
change. It will help you save energy, cut costs, increase profit margins and enhance 
the reputation of your business.
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There are several areas where retailers feel uncomfortable / very uncomfortable 
that they know what needs to be done to make their businesses more sustainable:
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Pillar 1
Design, Build 
& Retrofit 

Did You Know?
 » 77% of retailers will increase store design budgets over the next 2 years*.

 » •Energy is the fourth-largest in-store operating cost for retailers after labour, 
rent, and marketing, according to a report by McKinsey.

Context
Global retail trends point to a strong desire for more immersive and tactile 
shopping experiences and so retailers need to consider how to incorporate 
changing shopper needs into the design fabric of their store. This must be 
done with a sustainable mindset. 

Customers are becoming more purpose driven and that is having an impact 
on how they shop. Consumers will look beyond a brand and their product to 
consider the sustainability of the full value chain. 

“66% would consider a company’s purpose when making a purchase decision”
Porter-Novelli, Purpose Perception 
 
Buildings are the shell of your physical retail space so are a good starting point 
to evaluate where improvements can be made. There are many sustainable 
initiatives, both visible and invisible, which you can incorporate into your retail 
space when designing, building, and retrofitting that will reduce both the 
operational costs and the environmental impacts. 

The case studies featured in the guide show some great examples where 
sustainable design, build, and retrofit thinking is in play. 

* Source Retail Touchpoints Inside The New Era of Store Design 2022

Retailer Testimonial:

“As a retailer who works and lives in 
Fermoy, I am conscious that as a business 
with deep roots in Fermoy, Riordan’s 
needs to reduce its impact on the local 
community. This is why I am delighted 
that we have greatly reduced the 
store’s energy consumption, but more 
importantly, it will help to make Fermoy 
a great place for future generations to 
work and live.”

Michael Riordan

Case Study 1: 
SuperValu Fermoy

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
The Riordan’s Family name has been synonymous with 
quality retailing in Fermoy since 1965, whilst SuperValu 
Stores are known nationally for their commitment to 
service and good value. So it is no surprise that together 
they provide an unrivalled level of service to the store’s 
many customers. 

KEY CONCERNS
Acutely aware of the need for sustainability, since 2011 
Riordan’s SuperValu Fermoy has continuously looked to 
reduce the carbon footprint of its store. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED
The business initially reviewed its in-store behaviours 
and took part in SEAI Energy MAP training on how to 
implement quick wins on energy reduction, which gave it 
5-10% savings. The store then examined its energy using 
equipment to determine how to make it more energy 
efficient. Soon after the store retrofitted energy saving 
doors to its refrigeration equipment and upgraded all of 
its lighting to LED fittings as well as fitting solar panels to 
heat the store’s hot water. Electric vehicle charge points 
were installed in the store’s car park for its customers to 
encourage the use of electric vehicles locally. SuperValu 
Fermoy then became the first SuperValu in Munster to 
install Solar PV panels. 

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
These measures focused on reducing the store’s energy 
consumption, which not only brought down the cost of 
its energy bills but also highlights the business’s passion 
for greener operating practises. As a result of all of these 
measures and investment, the store has reduced its 
carbon footprint by over 40%.

TAKE OUT
Sustainability is a journey and we must all play our part. 
All organisations need to do everything possible to reduce 
their carbon footprint and impact on the environment.

Solar PV panels

Installing solar PV panels

Pillar 1 | Design, Build & Retrofit

FURTHER READING
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Case Study 2: 
National Council for the Blind of Ireland  

(NCBI) Store Retrofit

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
The National Council for the Blind of Ireland (NCBI) is the 
second biggest charity shop chain in Ireland, receiving 
approximately 575,000kgs of donations per year and 
all funds raised go towards the delivery of NCBI frontline 
services, helping the 54,000 people living with sight loss 
in this country.  

The NCBI have launched a new store concept, which 
is a mix of recycled industrial and natural materials. 
Clothing rails are made from reused scaffolding pipes 
and the cash desk is clad using recycled wooden pallets. 
The new store fit is sleek and minimalist in its design.  
The NCBI’s vision was to create a boutique shopping feel 
in its new stores, elevate the shop environment and raise 
the overall standard of the charity shop.

KEY CONCERNS
Cost of the roll out of refitting a large chain of over 130+ 
stores.  The NCBI are managing the cost by choosing 
to use reusable and recyclable raw materials that are 
easily sourced and that deliver a contemporary look 
and feel with a modern design but at a reduced cost.

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED & BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
NCBI retail stores want to reflect the charity’s ethos on 
sustainability and recycling throughout their neworks. 
This approach:
 » Reinforces the NCBI message on sustainability
 » Reduces the amount of waste sent to landfills and 

incinerators
 » Conserves natural resources such as timber, water 

and minerals
 » Uses a circular economy model by reducing the need 

to collect new raw materials

TAKE OUT
With this roll out, the NCBI has transformed a number 
of stores from top to bottom to show leadership in 
‘sustainability and recycling’ when undergoing a retrofit 
programme. By sourcing raw materials that would 
otherwise be sent to landfill, the NCBI charity continues 
to drive its commitment to sustainability beyond just 
selling preloved items.

Siignage explaining the environmental benefits of reused 
clothing

NCBI store retrofit based on reused, recycled and  
natural materials

NCBI clothing display

Pillar 1 | Design, Build & Retrofit

International Snapshots:

Pillar 1 | Design, Build & Retrofit

INTERNATIONAL SNAPSHOT
The Levis Circular Concept Store

Take a look at what Levis are doing with their new circular concept store in 
Soho London, which the brand says will act as a “new blueprint for an in-store 
consumer experience”.

The Levis Circular Concept Store

INTERNATIONAL SNAPSHOT
Aesop Skincare

LOCALLY SOURCED WASTE MATERIALS USED FOR FITOUT

Take a look at this Aesop store in downtown LA, which has used locally 
sourced waste materials for its fitout.  From walls and furniture made from 
cardboard tubes to other elements of the store’s interior which are made 
entirely from recycled paper, the design of the store aims to reflect the ethos 
of the company’s skincare products.

Aesop Skincare

Take a look at the Flexi store food concept store Bridge in Zurich. Bridge’s 
philosophy is to be responsible and sustainable and the store is designed as an 
urban hotspot, uniting people and food.  One of the highlights of the market is 
its focus on sustainability, with the interiors using only FSC certified materials.

INTERNATIONAL SNAPSHOT
Bridge in Zurich

Flexi Store Food Concept Store 

Bridge in Zurich

Aesop Skincare, Los Angeles
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https://www.ncbi.ie/
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“When addressing issues that can affect the future, 
design or “solutions-focused” thinking plays a crucial 
role. Incorporating a sustainability mindset into our 
own design thinking begins moving the focus from 

just human-centred design to planet-centred design. 
This practice enables us help Irish retailers consider 

solutions within their retail design that in turn will 
help to create a more sustainable future.“

Niamh Higgins, Managing Director 
TapCreative

“ The European Commission 
estimated that 80% of a product’s 
environmental impact is 
determined during its design stage” 

Source: Ecodesign your Future

Case Study 3: 
TapCreative

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
TapCreative is an award-winning brand experience 
and retail design agency that proudly works with some 
of Ireland’s leading retailers as well as independents. 
On its own ESG journey, the team at TapCreative are 
committed to integrating a sustainability mindset to 
all aspects of their agency operations and seeing it 
translated across into their client work. 

TapCreative has developed a tool kit in-house to 
embed Design for Sustainability (DFS) practices into its 
current design process. The toolkit helps to position the 
team’s mindset right at the beginning of the process 
to guide and inform their decision making across the 
entire scope of the project. 

The toolkit works under four strategies with six design 
principles sitting under each strategy, that identify 
sustainable opportunities within the project brief. This 
enables TapCreative to develop the strategy of the 
project and work to future-proofing the outcome. 
Applying sustainable principles throughout the project 
process can make all the difference to creating a more 
circular solution. The 4 DFS Strategies are: 

1.  NARROW (use less)
2.  SLOW  (keep in use for longer)
3.  CLOSE (use again) 
4.  REGENERATE  (make clean) 

KEY CONCERNS
TapCreative can bring the thinking to the table and 
embed substantiable practices in its process but in 
order to be successful, a true collaboration across all 
project stakeholders is required. The buy-in must span 
from the client to the contractor and be implemented 
at the beginning of the project, not just  left to the end 
as an afterthought. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED
 » Developed an ESG policy and goals.
 » Learning and development -  the entire team  has 

undertaken ESG training.  
 » Upskilling - Design for Sustainability and Circular 

Economies program of study.
 » Obtained BS EN ISO 14001:2015 certification.
 » Developed a tool kit to encourage DFS strategies 

within the design process. 

OSB board used in Chadwicks

Design for Sustainability - strategy dices

Design Render of OSB board used in Chadwicks

Design Render of OSB board used in Chadwicks
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 BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
 » Positions TapCreative as trusted advisors and 

collaborators, helping retailers who wish to consider 
sustainability when designing retail spaces.

 » Increases the project satisfaction, but also helps to 
add and deliver a higher value to its client work.

TAKE OUT
As designers the underlying fundamental of their work 
is solution focuseds thinking. TapCreative are used to 
working within limitations and overcoming obstacles.  
Being more sustainable is a problem for all, but at its 
core design is about solving problems. If we can make 
the conscious effort to allow the design process to be 
guided by DFS principles, laying out a solid plan from 
the beginning, we can design better solutions that are 
not only more sustainable for the environment but also 
more viable for clients in the long term.

TapCreative.ie

Chadwicks Case Study
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Pillar 1 TOP TIPS
1. DESIGN - Think Long Term 
Whether embarking on a new build for your store or planning renovations and retrofits 
for an existing retail building you should be looking to future-proof your solution. Plan for 
the long term to avoid rebuilds and the risk of materials becoming obsolete in the future. 
Flexibility of a floor plan or space can be utilised by incorporating design principles such as 
design for disassembly, reuse, and multi-function. This could be as simple as implementing 
modular formats that allow for adaptability and flexibility of displays or full areas in-store. 
With the added benefit of making it easier for a retailer to adapt and stay on top of the 
latest store trends more easily.

2. BUILD - Considered Material Choice
Utilise what is existing in the space. Is it possible to repurpose or upcycle existing materials in 
the space? Or if bringing a building back to its core, work with a developer to allow time to 
incorporate the recovery of materials for reuse in the building.  

The intended lifespan and scope of the project will impact a number of aspects of the 
design and your material selection. For instance, if the project is focused on fitout and 
interior fixtures there will be different considerations than if it were a full new build.

A new build will generally provide opportunity to review environmental impact from a 
more holistic point of view, looking at aspects such as: 

 » Designing for an ‘A’ rated building for lower energy costs including the possibility of 
energy production on-site from solar/wind.

 » Design and build using sustainable methodology such as BREEAM or LEED for better 
maintenance and build cost, as well as having a higher value building unit at the end. 

 » FSC / PEFC only timber in the build.
 » Concrete with a low embodied carbon.
 » Consideration of newer building techniques such as steel or timber frame instead of 

traditional block builds

Whereas with a project focused on fitout or interior fixtures, the following may need to be 
considered:

 » Can any items be reused from what is existing?
 » What is the intended lifespan of this fixture? Is it a permanent piece or for a 

campaign?
 » Are there any alternative materials that can be used that will allow for better 

consideration of end of life?
• Circular Buildings Toolkit 

FURTHER FOOD FOR THOUGHT

A material’s durability should come into play to ensure it is fit for purpose.  
Hypothetically, if we build a fixture with 100% cardboard that has a high level of 
intended use it will result in the fixture having to be repeatedly repaired or replaced. 
This highlights that although a material is 100% recyclable, it is not always the most 
sustainable solution, as in the long run you will end up utilising more materials and 
energy in maintenance. 

It is also important to collaborate and build relationships with suppliers to seek out 
sustainable alternatives, and where possible source locally. 

3. RETROFIT – Understand Your Baseline 
To accurately manage a building’s energy use, the first step is to review, identify and 
understand how energy is being consumed at present, and also where it is being 
wasted. 

This will enable you to establish a baseline, which will be the foundations for a 
strategic action plan for improvement. Examples of those actions could be to look at 
where energy is being lost from. Or investigating how to optimise your heating and 
cooling systems to work together. If you have multiple stores, normalise data (i.e.: use 
the same type of data) to compare. Floor area, number of transactions or annual 
turnover works well. For example, two stores with the exact same layout and design 
may have different energy output. Normalising data makes it easier to compare..

This will help to set management targets. Then when ready invest in energy efficient 
upgrades and switch to a renewable energy provider. Remembering your baseline 
and starting point, track and monitor your input to verify the impact and savings 
your changes have made.

Reference:
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is a voluntary 
rating system to certify sustainable buildings, homes and neighborhoods

BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment 
Method) is a voluntary green building sustainability rating system for 
assessing the environmental performance of buildings.

• NOTE: Invisible initiatives can be paired 
with visible actions. EG: A ‘closed door 
policy’. This is standard practice in a lot 
of Scandinavian countries and helps 
to keep the store’s air conditioning 
system at a regulated temperature.
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DID YOU KNOW?
To save money and increase comfort, it is better to 
reduce the amount of heat produced in an area 
than to raise ventilation rates.  
Don’t be afraid to ask - if you are concerned that 
your system isn’t operating correctly, or if staff 
complain about draughts from ventilation fans, talk to 
your maintenance technician. (Source: Carbon Trust)

RETAIL - ENERGY MANAGEMENT - 
THE NEW PROFIT CENTRE FOR RETAIL BUSINESSES

Pillar 2
Heating, 
Ventilation and 
Air Conditioning 
(HVAC) 

Did You Know?
The use of energy for heating makes up 32% of Ireland’s energy use (Source: SEAI).  It 
is estimated that you can save up to 30% of heating costs by preventing cold air 
entering your building.

Context
You want to give the customers and employees within your retail stores an 
environment that provides comfortable temperatures and fresh air.  However, you 
also want to ensure that you can do so in a cost effective and environmentally 
friendly manner.  Whether your heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) are 
on separate systems or combined, it is worth looking at how each element of a 
HVAC system complements the other, in order to potentially fine-tune the system to 
save energy and money. 

International Snapshot:
Walmart

Pillar 2 | Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) 

Walmart acknowledge that their 
commitment to sustainability impacts their 
suppliers, products and of course their 
stores. They are incorporating more and 
more eco-friendly features into their stores 
to ultimately help them cut costs, which 
will allow them to pass those savings 
onto their customers. Here are a couple of 
examples of their initiatives under heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning.

WHITE ROOFS
For newly constructed stores, Walmart 
uses white membrane roofs which have a 
higher reflectivity and help reduce building 
energy consumption. The white colour of 
the roof helps to reflect the sun’s heat and 
reduce it from being transmitted into the 
building.

HEAT RECLAMATION
Walmart uses systems that transfer waste 
heat from the refrigeration system to heat 
domestic hot water for restrooms and food 
preparation areas. During the winter, in 
some stores, this heat is also returned into 
the building to warm interior spaces. In 
some stores, this waste heat is also used to 
help cool the buildings during the summer. 

International Snapshot – Walmart 

Walmart white membrane roof

Walmart natural daylight capture

Walmart store interior with concrete floor
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Upgrade
1. Analyse the occupancy patterns and seasonal heat loads over a full 

heating season before investing in controls.

2. If required, look at upgrading your heating and controls.  Consider 
installing time, temperature, boiler and zonal controls to reduce your 
heating costs.

3. Look at your store’s open door policy. While you want to ensure easy 
flow of customers and suppliers into your store, there are various ways to 
make the entry zone within your store operate more efficiently. Try to keep 
external doors open only at busy times.  You can also consider options 
such as the installation of automatic or revolving doors, a draught lobby or 
air pumps.

People & Practices
1. Assign responsibility for the HVAC system controls within your store to a key 

person and ensure they understand how to use the systems and schedule 
in checks and repairs regularly.

2. Make use of natural ventilation where possible and ensure that staff know 
that an air-con unit should not be on while windows are open.

3. Always provide practical staff uniforms so appropriate, comfortable 
temperatures can be maintained within your store.

Tracking & Monitoring
1. Use a smart meter / thermostat to help you track and refine your 

business’s energy use.

2. Lowering the temperature by 1 degree C reduces heat loss through the 
building fabric by about 7% (Source: SEAI).

3. Check that your system’s operating hours match the times when heating, 
ventilation and cooling are required, as needs vary throughout the day.

4. Ensure there is at least 3C difference between the cooling and heating 
system operation temperatures so that they don’t conflict.

5. If not automatic on your systems, adjust HVAC settings for changes in 
weather.

Assessment
Use SEAI ‘Reducing Heating Energy Use’ document to evaluate the heating 
energy use of your business and find ways to be more heating energy efficient. 

• SEAI document on Reducing Heating Energy Use

• Carbon Trust Retail Energy Management Guide 

• EPA Tool for Resource Efficiency 

• EPA Greenbusiness Resource Efficiency for the 
Retail Sector guide 

FURTHER READING

Pillar 2 | Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) 

Pillar 2 TOP TIPS

Different heating systems have different levels of efficiency, with some systems 
being more efficient than others.   

To learn more, visit the SEAI Module on Heat Energy Efficiency

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
Are you wasting heat within your business?
 » Check how well-insulated your building is. 

 » Check if heat is escaping through openings.

 » Check what type of window glazing the building has.

Can you make your heating system more efficient?
 » How efficient is your current heating system?

 » Do you have regular maintenance performed on 
your heating system?

Have you got the correct heating system controls for 
your business?
 » Would you benefit from time controls, temperature 

controls, boiler controls and/or zonal controls?
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Pillar 3
Lighting 

Did You Know?
LED light bulbs use up to 85% less electricity than traditional light bulbs and 95% of that 
energy is converted to light with only 5% wasted as heat (Source: Electric Ireland).

Context
For any retailer, lighting plays a key function within their retail business, not only for 
general use, but also as a means to display product, act as a key selling tool to attract 
shopper attention, and highlight key selling zones and features within the store. It 
is estimated that on average, a quarter of a retailer’s energy costs can come from 
lighting but this figure can rise even more substantially in certain retail sub-sectors.

With rising energy costs, it is more important than ever for retailers to review and 
assess the cost-benefit opportunity of changing to more energy efficient lighting 
solutions and look at how using technology controls, such as timers and sensors, as 
well as implementing practical staff training and practices around usage, can help 
reduce energy usage and manage costs.

Why LED?
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) provide illumination at a fraction of the cost of legacy 
options. LEDs have the highest efficacy and lamp life of all widely used lighting types, 
are easy to control and have no warm up period. In addition, LED costs have come 
down significantly in recent years and technological developments have improved 
their light output, efficacy and reliability (Source: Carbon Trust).

Pillar 3 | Lighting 

Case Study 1: 
The Fair Play Café

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
The Fair Play Café has been the hub of Ringsend Irishtown 
Sustainable Energy Community since its inception in 2018. 

KEY CONCERNS
As Chairman of RISEC and CEO of the Fair Play Café, Joe 
Donnelly was keen to use the café’s status as an established 
community centre to showcase the benefits of sustainable 
energy. The Fair Play Café was eligible for 50% grant funding 
through SEAI Community Grant scheme, making the project 
feasible for Joe and his team.

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED
The first stage of their zero-carbon mission was to 
implement a suite of projects to learn and understand the 
process of project implementation and provide confidence 
to the Café and the community that sustainable energy 
projects can be implemented successfully.

Joe installed energy efficient LED lighting and advanced 
heating controls with remote access. This allows for time 
and temperature control of different zones, preventing 
unnecessary heating when not in use. A new insulated door 
was also fitted, which helps to reduce heat loss, creating a 
more comfortable space. 

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
There was a saving of 21% of total electricity consumption in 
the café or 3,500 kWh/yr and gas savings of 26.5% or 6,000 
kWh/yr.  In addition, he installed 3 kW of Solar PV generating 
2,800 kWh/year, 16 % of total energy consumption.

TAKE OUT
 » Support is key.  The project was challenging in terms of 

timescales and contractor management, particularly 
as this was their first time completing a sustainable 
energy project. “However, the support from SEAI and 
Arden Energy, the project co-ordinator, was invaluable in 
guiding us though the process”, says Joe.

 » SEAI Community Grant supports energy efficiency 
community projects through capital funding, 
partnerships, and technical support. Find out more by 
visiting SEAI Community Network to take the next steps 
for your community.

The Fair Play Café Exterior

C02 conversation metre

See ‘The Fair Play Café: Climate 
Conscience in the Community’ 
case study on the SEAI website

The Benefits of LED Lighting for Retail

LEDs - A form 
of low energy 

lighting

(Source: Carbon Trust)

Supported by SEAI Communities Grant 
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• SEAI Energy Efficient LED Lighting 
Guide for Businesses

• Why you should make the Switch to 
LED light bulbs (Electric Ireland)

FURTHER READING

Spotlight on: 
Bike World, Walkinstown

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Bikeworld is a motorcycle dealership which boasts 
a modern 44,000 sq ft facility and  a recognisable 
glass-front showroom on the Longmile road in 
Dublin.  It retails high quality motorcycles, clothing 
and accessories. 

KEY CONCERNS
Some areas of the showroom were dark and it was 
costing the company a considerable sum to run the 
old high-wattage fluorescents. The window lights in 
particular were proving a high draw on electricity as 
they were lit at night in order to showcase the bikes.

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED
Using UrbanVolt’s zero capex ‘Light as a Service’, 
Bikeworld was retrofitted with almost 400 
light fittings across the site, including the public 
showrooms, storage areas, back of house, and the 
offices. Lighting as a service is a concept offered 
by UrbanVolt whereby they upgrade the lights in 
a client’s building for no upfront cost and the client 
immediately starts saving money due to their energy 
consumption being hugely reduced.  The UrbanVolt 
team installed the fittings outside of opening hours to 
avoid disruption to day-to-day operations.

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
Light levels have dramatically improved and energy 
consumption has plummeted. The new lighting 
highlights the quality of the products on sale, and 
Bikeworld has reduced their lighting bill without any 
capital expenditure.

TAKE OUT
If cost is a key barrier to changing to more energy 
efficient lighting solutions for your business,  retailers 
can look at alternative options available e.g. zero 
capex Light as a Service.

XXX

XXX

XXX
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Assessment
Carry out a lighting audit within your store and consider switching 
to more energy efficient LED lighting options now available.  If the 
majority of your bulbs are non-LED, you should consider upgrading.

Upgrade
1. Look at installing smart lighting systems and controls: 

a. Zoned lighting so lights can be switched off in different zones 
when not required.

b. Occupancy and daylight sensors so that lighting is only used 
when needed within different areas of the store and carpark.

c. Timers which will turn lights on and off only when needed.

2. Look at options for lighting as a service 

People & Practices
1. Train and equip your staff to use the systems, controls and 

optimal settings of energy consuming equipment.
2. Where possible, restrict lighting to your trading period.

Maintenance & Measurement
If your assessment has identified lighting as a significant energy 
user within your retail store, regularly measure and verify its 
performance to ensure you are getting the anticipated energy 
savings.

Pillar 3 | Lighting 

SPOTLIGHT ON BIKE WORLD, WALKINSTOWN

Pillar 3 TOP TIPS
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Pillar 4
Appliances & 
Systems 

Did You Know?
Small actions can deliver big benefits.  Installing eco blades, which attach easily 
to the front of fridge shelves and reduce cold air being lost into the aisles, can 
save 25% in energy usage costs, allowing food retailers to continue realising the 
benefits of open, display case merchandising in a more efficient manner.

Context
Regardless of type, various stores need different appliances for differing retail 
needs.  Refrigeration systems, ovens, coffee machines, hot food counters and 
tills are but a few of the types of appliances used. 

So, it is important to understand the running costs of equipment within your 
store to identify the drivers of cost for your energy bills.  It is also key to look 
at the various systems within your business and identify ways to improve 
efficiencies, reduce waste and drive more sustainable business practices.  
The case studies chosen in this section give a cross section of examples 
about how taking a more sustainable approach to manage both appliances 
and systems, can drive cost effectiveness.

Case Study 1: 
SuperValu Cobh

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Garvey’s SuperValu Cobh is located on the outskirts of Cobh 
in Tiknock. It offers a full range of scratch bakery, deli, meat 
and groceries with an excellent instore delivery service. The 
business prides itself on offering customers the very best in 
locally sourced fresh produce which is delivered to the store 
on a daily basis. The team work very hard to source fresh 
fruit and vegetables from farmers and food producers in 
the local area and believe fresh is always best!

KEY CONCERNS
Reducing energy consumption and minimising its carbon 
footprint was a high priority for the store. Making its 
business more sustainable and playing its part by reducing 
its environmental impact was a key driver for the measures 
that were implemented.

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED
In 2019,  the store replaced its open freezers on the shop 
floor with new energy efficient freezers with lids. This 
was followed in 2021 with the upgrade of the store’s 
refrigeration chill cabinets which now run on naturally 
occurring refrigerant gas. The retail business also 
undertook a complete shop floor lighting upgrade using 
LED lighting made from recycled materials. In addition, it 
installed 562 Solar PV on the roof to offset mains electricity. 
This is the largest solar installation of any SuperValu store 
and produces enough green renewable electricity to power 
over 40 homes a year.

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
Upgrading its lighting to LED and the installation of the 
energy efficient refrigeration equipment has reduced the 
store’s energy requirements by over 30%. The rooftop PV 
system provides 25% of our annual electricity requirements.

TAKE OUT
 » Investing in low carbon technologies for Garvey’s 

SuperValu retail business has reduced its energy 
requirements and its dependence on mains electricity. 
As a prominent member of the community, the team 
are proud to be leading by example with their range of 
sustainability measures. 

Solar PV roof panels

Energy efficient freezers with lids

Upgraded refrigeration chill cabinets and shop floor LED 
lighting
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ENERGY USAGE IN YOUR 
RETAIL STORE IS DETERMINED 
BY 2 KEY FACTORS: 
1. The energy rating of the equipment you use (the 

amount of power that it consumes in kW) 

2. The length of time that the appliance is in use by 
staff and customers.

“ We believe in making 
communities better by caring 

for our environment, so we 
are particularly proud of all 

the eco-friendly technologies 
throughout the new store.”

Jim Garvey

ARTICLE FROM THE IRISH EXAMINER 
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Case Study 2: 
Applegreen

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Applegreen is Ireland’s leading roadside retailer with 124 
stores. Applegreen is committed to Net Zero in its own 
operations by 2030, which means reducing the carbon 
footprint of its own operations (Scope 1 & 2 emissions) by 
90% and being carbon neutral across Scope 3 emissions 
by 2050.

KEY CONCERNS
A 90% reduction in Applegreen’s carbon footprint is 
quite challenging. Not all emissions can be reduced to 
zero, so those that remain must be compensated for by 
removing carbon from the atmosphere through carbon 
capture activities. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED & BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
The business first identified the carbon-footprint of 
its Scope 1 & 2 emissions i.e. emissions arising from 
its direct operational control and from its gas and 
electricity consumption. The next step was to highlight 
opportunities to reduce carbon footprint and translate 
these into a register of actions. This also produced cost 
savings. Key areas which deliver this carbon reduction 
and are relevant to most retailers include:
 » Switch to a renewable energy electricity contract, 

this reduced market-based carbon footprint for 
Scope 2 emissions from 9,640 tCO2e in 2019 to 0 
tCO2e in 2021. 

 » Upgrade all lighting to LED, this delivered a 90% 
reduction in energy consumption. 

 » All company cars will be EV by 2030. 
 » Switch from LPG to BioLPG on-site. 

TAKE OUT
Have a clear, actionable and accountable plan to reduce 
the carbon footprint of your business operations. First 
you must have a clear idea of what that footprint is, 
then look at opportunities to significantly reduce it. 
Develop a list of opportunities and a register of actions 
and set clear targets for improvement. To succeed, the 
plan needs to be understood and supported across the 
business.

Applegreen forecourt

Applegreen electric vehicle charge point

Drive Change
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Case Study 3:
Paperless Journey in Vodafone Retail

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Vodafone believes that its business can contribute 
towards a sustainable future by providing economic, 
social, and green solutions. Vodafone is constantly looking 
at ways to improve the sustainability of its stores and one 
such initiative has been its focus to go paperless in retail.

KEY CONCERNS
Being a responsible modern business is an ongoing, 
evolving process. In many ways, it’s like being on a 
journey. Vodafone has a corporate responsibility that 
requires continuous monitoring of its progress and 
continuous assessment of the road ahead.

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
Examples of reducing paper consumption in retail include:
 » Employees receive online payslips.
 » Introduction of a new printing system which monitors 

paper usage.
 » The introduction of ‘Bizimply’ in retail which eliminates 

the requirement for a paper rostering and clocking in 
system.

 » Vodafone actively promotes paperless billing to 
its customers, encouraging the Vodafone app or 
Vodafone website to view bills.

 » Vodafone has reduced the size of its standard credit 
card- sized SIM holder by 50% to reduce plastic waste.

 » The introduction of ESim has eliminated the 
requirement for a plastic sim card.

 » Digital magazine content is available on store tablets 
rather than a paper magazine. 

 » Carrier bags are now 100% recyclable. 

TAKE OUT
By reviewing its systems and processes, Vodafone has 
made improvements in the sustainability of its stores:
 » Moving to a more sustainable retail environment has 

cut costs in several ways, including transport costs. 
 » The introduction of a QR code scanning option for 

specifications of handsets in stores has eliminated the 
need to print specs. 

 » Vodafone has improved online capabilities and offers 
customers the option to reduce paper consumption 
through online and digital services.

Pillar 4 | Appliances & Systems

MORE INFO FROM APPLEGREEN

Vodafone #SwitchToGreen

Vodafone 100% recyclable carrier bags

QR codes to scan digital magazine content
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Assessment
Make a list of appliances and systems within your retail store and create a checklist 
of their usage/cleaning/maintenance requirements e.g. 

 » Optimal temperature setting for refrigeration systems. 
 » How often they should be defrosted.
 » Optimal temperature settings and timings for ovens.

When thinking of systems, it’s not always something physical and can often refer to a 
system of work or a process for completing a task. Embedding sustainable thinking in 
these systems will help embed positive change in your day to day operations.

Upgrade
 » Before installation of any upgraded efficient equipment within your store, ensure it 

is subject to examination by an engineer.   
 
Key things to look out for/questions to ask: 

 » How easy is it to use the appliance? 
 » How durable is it?
 » How economical is it in terms of energy consumption?  
 » Can it be turned off when not in use?  
 » Is there an option to choose a maintenance contract, which may prolong 

the life of the equipment?
 » What is the expected life cycle of the equipment?
 » Consider rental schemes for furniture and appliances.

Maintenance & Measurement
 » Schedule in regular cleaning and maintenance of appliances.  This can both 

improve their lifespan and drive energy efficiencies.
 » Ask your equipment suppliers to provide tips around energy efficient practices e.g. 

 » Adjusting temperature and wash time for dishwashers based on how dirty 
the dishes are, so you won’t use excess water or electricity.  

 » On applicable appliances, using  a time switch to ensure equipment is 
switched off during closing times or at weekends.

 » For commercial fridges, ensuring night blinds are down when standard 
business hours are over, which has the potential to decrease refrigeration 
energy costs by up to 40%.

 » Annually review working practices to ensure they are geared towards 
sustainable practices and efficient systems of work.

 » Consider sub-metering machines for areas within your business, so you can 
measure specific pieces of equipment and ensure practices are being adhered to.

Pillar 4 TOP TIPS
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Spotlight on:
Herlihy’s Centra in Cork

Herlihy’s Centra Staff

Take a look at how Herlihy’s store in 
Fermoy teamed up with SEAI Communities 
Grant programme to implement energy 
upgrades in their HQ store in Fermoy, Co 
Cork and support two local community 
organisations to upgrade their buildings to 
a high standard of energy efficiency.

People & Practices
 » Assign responsibility for the scheduling and maintenance of appliances within 

your store to a key person and ensure they understand how to use the appliances 
and schedule in checks and repairs regularly.

 » Train staff to turn off equipment when not in use/required and to use optimum 
temperature settings for appliances.

 » Move to paperless systems. Eliminating paper receipts not only helps reduce a 
business’s carbon footprint, it ensures that receipts aren’t later discarded as waste.

Spotlight on Herlihy’s Centra

Supported by SEAI Communities Grant 
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Pillar 5
Products 
& Services 

Context 
By offering your customers sustainable products and services, you are encouraging 
them to choose the sustainable option. Shoppers increasingly want to have 
that choice. By providing sustainable options as part of your range, or, even 
better, offering only sustainable options, you are encouraging high sustainability 
standards from your suppliers, as well as demonstrating your own commitment to 
sustainability and enabling your customers to shop sustainably.  

Did You Know?
According to our survey of Irish retailers, 77% believe they will need to offer more 
sustainable products and services in the future because their customers will 
expect it.

Research by Bord Bia shows 61% of grocery shoppers globally say it will become 
more important to them to buy more sustainably produced food & drink products 
over the next 3 years (source: Bord Bia Global Sustainability Insights, 2021).  

B Corps are businesses that are certified by the non-profit organisation B Lab to 
meet standards of social and environmental performance, accountability and 
transparency. The B Corp certification evaluates an entire company. Today, there 
are over 1,300 B Corps worldwide in 42 countries, and this is growing. Examples of 
B Corp certified businesses include Etsy, Patagonia and Fiid.  

Case Study 1: 
Fresh: Supporting B Corp Brands - Fiid

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Fiid is an all-natural, plant-based meal that can be 
stored in your cupboard and ready in minutes.  In 2021 
Fiid became B Corp certified. 

KEY CONCERNS
Fiid is proud of its B Corp certification.  However, with 
only 9 Irish B Corps, awareness of B Corp and what 
it means remains low among Irish consumers. To 
increase awareness, Fiid led an activation to promote 
B Corps to retailers and consumers. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED 
Fiid approached Fresh the Good Food Market, a high-
quality grocer based in Dublin, and together with a 
group of B Corp certified Irish food companies, ran the 
first campaign by an Irish retailer to promote B Corp 
products. Companies featured included Fiid, Strong 
Roots, Danone, Cully & Sully, Tony’s Chocolonely and 
Innocent drinks. A competition to win B Corp products 
was run on Fresh’s instagram, with over 157 entries. 
The campaign achieved significant traction on social 
platforms, gaining interest from B Corp EU & UK. 

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE 
The objective to raise awareness and understanding 
of B Corp was achieved through in-store and online 
activity. With numerous brands involved, online reach 
was very high at 2.8 M followers. 

TAKE OUT
There is pressure on brands and retailers to be more 
sustainable. A simple solution for retailers is to include 
products with sustainability credentials, such as B 
Corp within their range. Retailers and brands can 
collaborate to increase awareness and advocacy to 
make sustainable purchases easier for our consumers. 

Fresh the Good Food Market point of sale promoting  
B Corp brands

Point of Sale higlighting Fiid B Corp credentials
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Retailer Testimonial:

“The first time any Irish retailer has run 
a dedicated B Corp campaign in their 
stores, and we were delighted to get on 
board early and support it. It was a simple 
yet effective initiative that we found easy 
to execute and our customers engaged 
with. Highlighting B Corp presence on the 
shelves can only help to further raise the 
profile of this important movement”

Head of Marketing, 
Fresh The Good Food Market

Check out Bord Bia’s Origin 
Green food and drink 
sustainability programme
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Case Study 2: 
Jiminy Eco-Friendly Toys

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Jiminy is a social enterprise. Its aims to make it easier for 
people to choose eco-friendly toys that are climate-neutral 
and create minimal-waste. It stocks over 650 eco-toys 
and 100 nature-themed books for all ages from babies 
to teenagers. Jiminy retails these through its website and 
supplies retailers via wholesale. 

KEY CONCERNS
As her daughter’s 4th birthday approached, Sharon 
(founder) wanted to buy a locally-made, plastic-free toy for 
her. She discovered that the toy industry is the most plastic-
intensive in the world, with 90% of toys made from plastic, 
releasing so much CO2 that we would have to plant 1 billion 
trees to absorb it. Sharon resolved to take action.

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED 
Sharon set up Jiminy Eco Toys to make it easier for 
people to buy eco-friendly toys in Ireland.  Jiminy sources 
innovative eco-toys that are climate-neutral, made in 
Europe from recycled materials (plastic or cardboard) or 
plants (bioplastic, organic cotton, paper, FSC wood). Jiminy 
has a list of 25 questions it asks potential suppliers about 
product and packaging materials, production location, 
disposal, etc. It uses minimal, recycled or reused shipping 
packaging (cardboard, paper or tape) and doesn’t use 
packing slips. Damaged stock is sold at a discount as 
“wonky stock” to avoid waste. Sharon launched a global 
sustainability learning community as part of global industry 
association Women in Toys. She sits on the American Toy 
Association Sustainability Committee, and her recorded 
toy sustainability presentation is on the curriculum of the 
world’s only toy design undergraduate course at Otis 
College, Los Angeles. 

 BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE 
 » Inspired and empowered over 11,000 people and over 

40 shops to choose sustainable toys. 
 » Educated and inspired toy makers and retailers to raise 

their sustainability game. 

TAKE OUT
People appreciate a positive, solution-focused story.

Sharon Keilthy with daughter Ava

Sharon Keilthy

Sharon Keilthy with daughter Ava
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MORE INFO FROM JIMINY

“We can’t expect 
people to do better if 

better isn’t on the shelf”
Sharon Keilthy, 
Jiminy Eco Toys

RTE CLIMATE HEROES 3-MINUTE VIDEO
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Case Study 3: 
Lennon Courtney 

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Lennon Courtney is a women’s clothing brand. The brand 
is now ten years old with a strong and growing profile and 
customer base. 

KEY CONCERNS
Lennon Courtney feels as strongly about the women who 
make its clothes as it does about the women who wear 
them. With this in mind, the business tends to work with 
smaller manufacturers. However, this creates an issue as 
these facilities are too small to carry the substantial cost  
and time investment of validated certification. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED 
 » The team source sustainable and recycled fabrics 

wherever possible and increase the percentage this 
accounts for each season. 

 » Lennon Courtney focuses on circularity - high quality  
and durable clothing - rather than ‘fast fashion’. 

 » The business will soon implement a ‘bring- back’ 
initiative where customers can return LC items to be 
donated to Work Equal, a non-profit that supports 
women returning to the workforce by offering free 
styling services, clothes, and HR advice for success at job 
interviews. 

 » Communication with manufacturers is virtual and 
foreign travel is minimised except for factory inspections.  

 » Plastic packaging is minimised, and garments are no 
longer shipped hanging.

 » The vast majority of products are machine washable, 
mitigating the negative impact of chemical treatment in 
dry cleaning.  

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
Lennon Courtney is committed to doing what it can to 
maximise its sustainability credentials.

TAKE OUT
Lennon Courtney does not yet see pushback from customers 
on sustainability issues. However they believe that within 
five years, all products will display transparent ethical and 
sustainable credentials on their labelling and want to be 
prepared for that while making a positive impact in the 
short-term.

Sonya Lennon and Brendan Courtney

Sonya Lennon 

Lennon Courtney clothing

Case Study 4: 
The Source Bulk Foods, Dublin

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
The Source Bulk Foods is a zero waste food retail concept 
with locations in Ireland, UK, Australia, New Zealand and 
Canada.  Everything they do, they do with the planet 
in mind.  When the concept was created in 2012, it was 
with the belief that unpackaged food should be easier to 
access and a smaller carbon footprint could be achieved 
every time you shop.  Customers agreed.  One of the 
appliances purchased in The Source Bulk Foods in Ireland 
was a nut butter mill to churn out various types of nut 
butter in store for both grab and go’s and for customers 
to refill their own nut butter jars.  It was so successful they 
bought another one.  

KEY CONCERNS
They were concerned about the amount of packaging 
that nut butters produce - as they are often sold in plastic 
tubs. They were also concerned about the ingredients 
that many nut butters sold in supermarkets often contain 
- unnecessary salt, sugar and palm oil.  

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED & BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
As customers can bring their own packaging and refill 
from the machine, there is a significant reduction in 
packaging used. The product produced is also healthier.  
The acquisition of the second nut butter mill made more 
varieties available to shoppers. Sales have increased with 
more customers converting to self-service refill. 

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
There is an opportunity for retail businesses to think about 
how certain appliances can add value within their stores, 
while delivering sustainable solutions for customers.
 » In this case study, the retailer is offering customers 

more choice as the nut butter mill will produce just 
about any nut butter from any roasted nut.  The 
retailer is also offering customers a healthier product 
in the process.

 » The margin on producing your own product in-house 
is higher than purchasing the finished article from 
a supplier and is more sustainable from a transport 
perspective.

The Source Bulk Food’s Peanut Machine

Peanut and Cashew Machine

Customers can bring their own packaging and refill from 
the machine
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Case Study 5: 
Vodafone ‘Trade In’ Service

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Vodafone contributes to the production of smartphones 
and other devices. Vodafone Ireland has undertaken 
a ‘trade in’ initiative to offer its customers the option 
to trade in their old handset rather than let it become 
e-waste. The customer benefits by getting a more 
affordable new device, while letting the old one carry on 
its lifecycle with someone else. This reduces the number 
of devices left unused in homes and generating e-waste. 

KEY CONCERNS
The key concern for Vodafone was the increasing 
number of devices in homes contributing to e-waste. 
Each device has the possibility to continue its lifecycle 
and contains materials that can be used in other devices. 
Vodafone wanted to assist in resolving the issue of 
growing e-waste, rather than continuing to contribute to 
it, and felt it was important to address devices as well as 
its network. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED 
Vodafone Ireland implemented a retail-only ‘Trade In’ 
solution. This involved the use of a diagnostic tool that 
could assess the functional condition of the device. 
Customers could now trade in their device when they 
were ready to purchase a new one. This ensured the old 
device would not go to waste but would be refurbished 
and used elsewhere, carrying on its product lifecycle. 
Trade In has become more and more prevalent in 
Vodafone’s communications to its customers and will 
continue to be. If Vodafone Ireland is promoting and 
selling new devices, it can also ensure old devices are not 
contributing to e-waste.

BENEFITS AND TAKE-OUTS FROM THIS INITIATIVE
As a Vodafone customer, you can trade in your old, 
unwanted device, which will contribute to lowering the 
cost of your new purchase. By doing so, you benefit 
financially while knowing that your old device continues 
its lifecycle elsewhere.  
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Work with your Suppliers
1.  Work with suppliers that can provide sustainable options. Ask suppliers 

whether they have a sustainability strategy, and whether they can 
demonstrate sustainability credentials.  Things to look out for include 
the type of materials used in products, whether production or sourcing 
methods are ethical, whether waste materials are responsibly managed 
and whether packaging is recyclable.

2.  Source from local suppliers wherever possible. Not only does this reduce 
carbon footprint, it also saves on transport costs, mitigates reliance on 
international supply chains, and benefits the local economy. 

Work with your Customers
1. Offer your customers sustainable options, and make sure they’re easy 

to find.  If you’re displaying sustainable options as part of a range, either 
physically or online, highlight them so they are visible and stand out from 
less sustainable options. Make the sustainable choice the easy one. 

2. Let your shoppers know about the sustainable products / services you 
offer. It’s important to let them know they can choose sustainable options 
if they shop with you.

3.  Consider whether there’s an opportunity for your business to incorporate 
a service which supports working towards a circular economy, one 
that allows your customers to reuse, repair or repurpose something. 
Examples include providing reusable containers to save on packaging, 
offering rental options or providing access to repair services.

Pillar 5 TOP TIPS

Read ‘Eight ideas to bring sustainable 
thinking into your retail stores’ by Giada 
Pezzini on www.lsretail.com

FURTHER READING

TRADE IN SERVICE WEBSITE
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Pillar 6
Signage & 
Communications 

Did You Know?
Retailers in Ireland have a high level of motivation for communicating sustainability 
initiatives to customers. 81% intend communicating to their customers over the 
coming year about what their business is doing to become more sustainable.

Context 
To help guide your customers towards more sustainable choices, it is important 
to provide information and signpost sustainable options.  We can’t assume that 
shoppers will find, understand, and choose the more sustainable option themselves.  
It is important for retailers to help their customers identify more sustainable options in 
store and online by thinking about the following:

SUSTAINABLE POINTS TO COMMUNICATE
 » Are you effectively communicating your ‘sustainable proposition’ to your 

customers? Do your customers currently know the efforts you may be making to 
make your business more sustainable? 

 » Are you guiding customers towards the sustainable options within your store or on 
your website?

 » Are you communicating any services within your business that support the 
environment, local businesses, the community, or the circular economy?  

HOW YOU COMMUNICATE
 » If producing communication in the physical form, it is important to consider the 

materials used. Are these materials environmentally friendly? Are they recyclable? 
 » If developing digital communications, it is also important to consider their carbon 

impact.  For example, in order to produce a more sustainable retail website, 
potential actions include ‘the use of compressed images, efficient file formats 
and lightweight fonts, avoiding bloated frameworks’, according to online carbon 
calculator website www.websitecarbon.com.  The more complex a website is, 
the more energy it requires to load – and the greater its climate impact.

Case Study 1: 
Faerly - An Online Sustainable Lifestyle Store

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Faerly is an online sustainable lifestyle store based in 
Kildare, set up by couple James Byrne and Eoin Houlihan, 
which sells products that have an environmental benefit 
whether that’s because they are locally sourced, made 
from sustainable materials, are alternatives to single-use 
or help reduce consumption by being made to last. Since 
establishment in 2020, Faerly has fostered a network of 
small local and Irish makers and sells a wide range of their 
products alongside those from other eco-conscious brands. 

The aim of the store is to help customers reduce 
unnecessary chemicals and plastics in their everyday 
lives, by making small, positive changes that are both life-
enhancing and kind to the environment.

KEY CONCERNS
As a micro business, the key challenge has been how to 
connect to potential customers nationwide to tell Faerly’s 
story, with very limited resources and budgets. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED 
James and Eoin have been able to achieve this with positive 
PR around their sustainable achievements like winning 
Repak’s ‘Online Green Packaging’ Award and being 
finalists in the Green Awards.  Faerly were the inaugural 
winners of the 2021 Repak Pakman Award for Online 
Green Packaging to recognise its efforts in reducing the 
impact of its packaging.  The key to their success has been 
to clearly communicate to customers their many green 
packaging initiatives, bringing the customer along with 
them on their journey.

TAKE OUTS
 » Consumers increasingly avoid retailers who use 

unnecessary plastic packaging and this could now 
be damaging your brand. Switching to plastic free 
alternatives is an easy change that will delight your 
current customers and attract new ones.

 » Sustainable alternatives can save you money. Some 
items may have a higher cost than the plastic version, 
but by reusing packing materials and boxes you will 
save in the long term.

Faerly  packaging

Faerly  packaging

James Byrne and Eoin Houlihan
 » Check out some simple tips from James and Eoin 

on  the next page!
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Case Study 2: 
The Delta Group 

Pillar 6 | Signage & Communications

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
The Delta Group are proud to be one of Europe’s leading 
visual communication providers.  The business empowers 
brands and serves industries across Retail, FMCG, Film & 
Gaming and Out of Home (OOH) sectors. The Delta Group 
recently won the Printweek Environmental Company of 
the Year Award. As the Delta Group produce a myriad of 
bespoke Point of Sale print (POS), a challenge they faced 
as a business was managing waste and ensuring they 
have zero waste to landfill. 

KEY CONCERNS
Their key concerns were contributing to the mammoth 
environmental problem of landfill waste, along with 
minimising the lifecycle of the materials that the business 
has procured for its customers. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED 
 » Applied a robust waste segregation system
 » Created a ‘take-back’ initiative, offering the ability to 

return any materials when they are at end-of-life
 » Donation: once products are at end-of-life they are 

donated to charity
 » Educational awareness: The Delta Group have 

made e-learning resources available and produce 
educational posters.

BENEFITS 
This approach by the business resulted in the creation 
of an ongoing internal working group and in developing 
real collaboration with customers.  The business now has 
a clear benchmark on how they dispose of waste.

TAKE OUTS
Through collaboration, challenges such as waste can 
become an opportunity for businesses. Suppliers can 
help retailers have a more positive impact on the 
environment. Additionally, circularity can have a strong 
return on investment. For retailers, it is important to 
challenge suppliers around their environmental efforts 
and look to work with suppliers who are actively setting 
targets and working to provide sustainable solutions for 
their retail customers.

XXXX
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PACKAGE AND COMMUNICATE YOUR PROPOSITION
IN AN ‘AUTHENTICALLY’ SUSTAINABLE WAY
 » Faerly ships all orders in plastic free packaging.  Receipts 

are emailed instead of printing paper packing slips. 
 » As much as possible materials are reused, like shredding 

cardboard to use as void filling.  
 » Wherever possible, incoming boxes are reused for customer 

shipments which avoids using virgin cardboard. By 
highlighting to customers every time a box is reused, this 
becomes a selling point that customers appreciate. Every 
time a box is reused it’s a saving on the price of a new box - 
a win win and a tangible saving that builds over time. 

 » Instead of branded boxes, Faerly uses plain brown kraft 
boxes made in Ireland from recyclable and eco-friendly 
cardboard. Getting the brand identity across is still 
important and this is done in a more sustainable way 
by using printed paper packing tape with water-based 
adhesive and plant-based inks that are biodegradable and 
certified home compostable.  

 » With a large corporate gifting business, Faerly has found its basic eco-friendly packaging 
to be a selling point. 100% recycled kraft paper zig zag fill is used as gift filler, with 
unbleached tissue paper, grass paper stickers and simple kraft boxes. The overall effect 
reinforces the brand’s eco credentials. 

CONTINUE THE MOMENTUM IN HOW YOU DELIVER YOUR PRODUCTS
 » As an e-commerce business, transport generates the biggest footprint.  Faerly aims 

to minimise its impact and offset where possible, starting with a simple principle that 
all orders are shipped in the smallest possible package to reduce the volume of each 
shipment. If an order will fit in a paper padded envelope then that’s the first choice. 

 » All domestic and European road deliveries are with DPD, chosen because of their 
sustainability track record, like their electric and bio-fuel fleet expansion and their 
commitment to 100% carbon neutral deliveries. DHL were chosen for air shipping 
because of the ‘Go Green’ facility to offset greenhouse gas emissions. 

 » The company is participating in the LEO Green for Micro initiative which involved working 
with an environmental consultancy to develop an environmental management plan. 

COMMUNICATE SUSTAINABLE INITIATIVES IN SIMPLE AND
UNDERSTANDABLE TERMS
Consumers are bombarded by messages about sustainability and it can be hard to cut 
through. What has worked for Faerly is to communicate sustainable initiatives in simple  
and understandable terms:
 » Working with small Irish makers
 » All orders shipped plastic free
 »  A tree is planted for every order
 » 1% of sales are donated to environmental causes 

Green Packaging as a 
Communication tool

Simple tips from James and Eoin of Faerly

“Regardless of resources and size of the 
business, through collaboration and an 
attitude for positive climate action, you 
can make a difference. Sustainability need 
not be overwhelming, simply reflect on 
your business’s operations, speak to your 
colleagues and/or customers and start the 
conversation: what can we do differently?
How can we be better? And lastly, how can 
we ensure our products/services don’t take 
from the planet, but rather give back!”

Starzeus Hassan-McGhee, Sustainability 
Director at The Delta Group

1:

2:

3:
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Case Study 3: 
The Source Bulk Foods, Dublin
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The Source Bulk Foods signage

The Source Bulk Foods signage

The Source Bulk Foods interior

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
The Source Bulk Foods is a zero waste food retail 
concept store with locations in Ireland, UK, Australia, 
New Zealand and Canada.  Everything they do, they 
do with the planet in mind.  When the concept was 
created in 2012, it was with the belief that unpackaged 
food should be easier to access and a smaller carbon 
footprint could be achieved every time you shop.  
Their customers agreed. Until recently, The Source in 
Rathmines used a mixture of posters and chalkboards 
to communicate with their customers in-store. As the 
concept of zero waste shopping is a challenge for 
many consumers, The Source needed to communicate 
in a  more effective and sustainable way, so it was 
felt they had two problems to solve.  How could 
they reduce their spend on print and how could they 
communicate more effectively to their customers?  

KEY CONCERNS
The key concern for their business was the amount of 
money they spent on poster printing and creation.  

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED 
The business moved from using printed posters outside 
and within the store to using chalkboards of different 
sizes. 

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
For an investment of €400 on the cost of chalkboards, 
chalk and a chalkboard writer, there will be an 
estimated saving of €600 per year on the costs 
of graphic design and poster print. This is  a more 
sustainable method of communication, more cost 
effective, and it also allows the retail business to 
deliver more versatile communications to customers, 
with the ability to adapt and change the messaging 
communications more frequently.

TAKE OUT
 » Moving to a more sustainable form of signage and 

communication can save money and is flexible – 
you can change your message more frequently.

SPOTLIGHT ON 
DESIGNER EXCHANGE
PRE-LOVED LUXURY BAGS & ACCESSORIES
Take a look at the Designer Exchange retail business, award-
winning curators of pre-loved luxury bags and accessories.  
The business uses key communications tools such as its website, 
Instagram Live and a members newsletter to drive consumer 
awareness, showcase its merchandise and build a loyal 
customer following.  With almost 40k Instagram followers, 
the weekly engagement with its social media community has 
become a key component of its communications platform.

“We went back to basics with chalk and 
blackboard, a sustainable communication 

tool which allows us to direct our 
customers attention to a sustainable 
offering.  We wanted to both attract 

shoppers into the store and communicate 
the benefits of the products we sell.  

Simple but effective messaging is key.  
Don’t assume the shopper will just get it! “

Ken Kinsella, Owner 
The Source Bulk Foods, Dublin
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 » Communicating your Retail 
Business’s Sustainability Journey – 
A Media Industry Perspective

Communicating your Retail Business’s 
Sustainability Journey 

While writing the SIRA guide, there were many 
people that we engaged with to help shape 
our thinking and understanding around 
sustainability and how it manifests within the 
retail environment.  As part of this exercise, 
it was important to tap into sustainability 
expertise in other industries.  We interviewed 
Jane McDaid, Founder and Head of Creative 
Innovation at THINKHOUSE and a leading 
sustainability strategist.  As Jane notes “The 
marcomms industry has the opportunity 
to continue to educate clients and partner 
with them to find solutions that are ‘better’ 
for the planet- always keeping a focus on 
the end goal, even when things may feel 
overwhelming,” 

THINKHOUSE works with leading brands and organizations to advise them on 
how to adopt a sustainable approach to their business (and brands), marketing 
and communications.  Over many years, THINKHOUSE has led major local and 
international pro-bono initiatives to wake the industry up to the climate crisis.  It 
was the first Irish marketing agency to sign up to an industry pledge to tackle the 
climate crisis and since then, THINKHOUSE has hosted numerous events on climate 
and sustainability communications, including World War Z - A Generation’s Battle 
To Fix The Climate Crisis, Delay is the New Denial, What The IPCC Report Means 
for Brands. The team at THINKHOUSE leads numerous local and global initiatives 
and events; as well as contributing thought-leadership reports and research; to 
help businesses and brands navigate this challenging new landscape. 

We asked Jane and the team at THINKHOUSE to give their perspective on 
‘Communicating A Retail Business’s Sustainability Journey’. Check out their guide at 
www.thinkhousehq.com

A Creative Communications Perspective 
THINKHOUSE

Jane McDaid, Founder and Head of Creative Innovation, 

“The retail sector is mixed in its response 
to the Climate Crisis - some are leaders in 
the field and others don’t know where to 

start. I hope this guide serves as a useful and 
practical support for all retailers, regardless 

of what stage of the journey they are on. The 
retail sector has a unique opportunity to drive 
widespread behaviour change at that point 
of consideration & purchase. If that potential 

is realised, retail will become one of the 
strongest contributing sectors to achieving 

Ireland’s sustainability goals.“
Jane McDaid, Founder and Head of  

Creative Innovation, THINKHOUSE
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Pillar 6 TOP TIPS
POINTS TO COMMUNICATE HOW YOU COMMUNICATE

Localise your  
messaging

Communicate and 
celebrate success

Display relevant 
certification/ credentials

Communicate the ‘How’ to 
shoppers.  Don’t assume 
shoppers will just get it.

 Be as transparent as 
possible 

Communicate concrete 
sustainability benefits to 

shoppers

1.

Use modular, reusable and flexible materials/assets 
where possible and for new assets, be considerate of 
material choice.  Look to ensure 100% recyclability if 
the material has a short life span. 

1.

Integrate energy efficient technologies into your 
communication touchpoints e.g. digital signs that 
are power adjusted for sunlight and can be timed 
to go off at night. Also look at front of store signage 
technology, which is timed to go off during daylight 
hours, when illumination is not required.

2.

Switch out for paperless communications 
where possible e.g. QR Codes.3.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.
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Pillar 7
Supply Chain 

Did You Know?
Growing demand for e-commerce delivery will result in 36% more delivery vehicles 
in inner cities by 2030, leading to a rise in both emissions and traffic congestion 
without effective intervention. Without intervention, urban last-mile delivery 
emissions and traffic congestion are on track to increase by over 30% in the top 100 
cities globally. (Source: Shopify)

Context
As a retailer, you have to be proactive about understanding and addressing your 
carbon footprint, monitoring activities along your supply chain and setting targets 
for improvement. If you make any of your own goods, audit your waste and look 
for ways to use recyclable or reusable products in the manufacturing process. If 
you purchase and resell pre-made goods, ask for transparency from your suppliers 
about issues like labour practices, safety conditions, pollution, and waste. 

In the following case studies, you can read about examples where businesses, both 
retailers and suppliers, have taken clear steps to improve different elements along 
their retail supply chain, both in terms of the products being sold into the retail stores 
and how those products are then managed and distributed outwards to consumers.

“The climate emergency can seem like such 
an overwhelming problem. As business 

owners we really shouldn’t underestimate 
the impact we can have”.

Justine Looney, Cork Flower Studio

Case Study 1: 
Cork Flower Studio with LEO Cork City  

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Cork Flower Studio is a flower and takeaway coffee shop 
that has been serving the public since 2007 on Douglas 
Street in Cork. In the last number of years, CEO Justine 
Looney and her team have been trying to make the 
business greener and more sustainable.  The business 
engaged with the Green for Micro programme through 
the Local Enterprise Office in Cork.  The Green for Micro 
programme is an initiative from the Local Enterprise 
Offices, with support from Enterprise Ireland, being rolled 
out nationwide to help prepare small businesses for the 
low carbon, more resource-efficient economy of the 
future.  The programme is free and available to companies 
with up to ten employees. 

KEY CONCERNS
The key concerns for their business were the amount of 
packaging they were producing in presenting their floral 
bouquets, the inefficiency of vehicle deliveries, and the 
waste they were producing from their café, even with 
compostable cups. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED & BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
They switched to glass vases for their bouquets, saving 
7 hours per week in staff hours. In addition, they have 
moved to doing deliveries with cargo bikes, saving a 
huge amount of time as well as €1040 per year in fuel 
costs. They have also saved 50% on coffee cup costs by 
switching to reusable cups.

TAKE OUT
 » Long term efficiencies can outweigh upfront costs: 

Cork Flower Studio’s switch to glass vases had an initial 
cost, but the efficiencies the move produced were 
significant.

 » Sustainable actions can increase your customer base: 
Cork Flower Studio saw an increased demand due to 
their move away from plastic packaging. Customers 
are more environmentally aware and appreciate being 
offered options to make a greener choice.

Cork Flower Studio

Justine Looney and her Cork Flower Studio team

Cork Flower Studio window
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Case Study on Gov.ie

Watch the Green for Micro Cork Flower Studio video
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Case Study 2: 
Reuzi

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Reuzi is Ireland’s first one-stop-shop for sustainable 
living, providing a range of 1,200 sustainable products 
as well as educational services. Reuzi’s aim is to make 
sustainability easy to digest and appealing and help 
everyone take one extra step towards sustainable living. 

KEY CONCERNS
Reuzi was concerned by the volume of product shipped 
from abroad and the resulting emissions generated. 
An additional concern was the apparent lack of public 
awareness about this and about the need to live more 
sustainably generally.

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED
Reuzi ships all stock from its headquarters in Dublin. All 
packaging is 100% compostable, completely plastic-
free and boxes are pre-used. Your order might arrive 
in a cereal box or a shoe box, but it’s what’s inside 
that counts! Reuzi has partnered with businesses like 
Dundrum Town Centre to rescue packaging material that 
would otherwise get recycled or sent to landfill.  It also 
sources from suppliers, business partners, neighbours 
and friends, and asks suppliers to avoid plastic 
packaging wherever possible. The reuzi motto is: if it’s 
still good, we will RE-use it! 

 BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
Reuzi activity avoids unnecessary emissions and helps 
other businesses reduce recycling and avoid landfill. 
Reuzi knows its suppliers and that their products are 
made in a fair, transparent manner. 

TAKE OUT
New habits take time, but they are worth the wait! 
We can all make a difference hence our motto 
#thepowerofone. No matter how small, a business has 
the potential to do better. The important thing is to take 
the first step.

Pat Kane, founder of Reuzi

Reuzi products

Reuzi products
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Case Study 3: 
FMI In-store Sampling 

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
FMI have been working with a major retailer in an 
exclusive partnership since 2014, focusing on offering 
the best possible in-store experience for customers by 
sampling high quality products available in-store. 
The focus on sustainability has become paramount for 
both businesses and therefore the in-store sampling 
campaigns underwent a rigorous evaluation process 
to ensure that the practice of sustainability, in terms of 
products and packaging, is employed front and centre 
across the entire nationwide programme.

KEY CONCERNS
The primary area of concern for the sampling programme 
was around the amount of packaging being used that was 
not recyclable or sustainable. Another concern was that 
the multiple deliveries to stores every week, to transport 
sundries, stand changes and panels, was inefficient. 
The question that arose was not only about the inefficient 
use of resources, but also about what impact this would 
have on the customer experience in-store, especially on 
those customers who prioritise an environmentally friendly 
approach. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED & BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
To address the problems identified, all sundries were 
made of biodegradable material. This was used for 
sampling containers, bags and gloves. The teams worked 
collaboratively with FMI’s logistics partners to ensure 
that they used no plastics. FMI were also able to reduce 
their CO2 emissions through a reduction in deliveries by 
working on a 4-weekly rotation cycle. The teams also 
partnered with vendors who have a strong focus on 
sustainability. 

TAKE OUT
The changes implemented showed the retailer’s shoppers 
that sustainability is a priority and at the core of the in-
store offering. Shoppers were delighted with the changes 
implemented by FMI through this initiative, and as part 
of their interaction with consumers, FMI have now added 
questions about packaging and sustainability as part of 
the feedback process.

FMI product sampling

FMI product sampling

xx
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“As a business, we are committed 
to playing our part in reducing 
our impact on the environment 
and to continually improving our 
sustainability performance as 
an integral part of our business 
strategy and operating methods.”

Nicola de Beer 
Managing Director  
FMI Field Management Ireland

NewsTalk Podcast

Buzz.ie Article

Independent.ie Article

Irish Examiner Article

DublinLive.ie Article
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KEY QUESTIONS  
TO ASK YOUR SUPPLIERS
Selecting sustainable products and setting clear sustainability 
expectations of suppliers, has a huge impact. It rewards the suppliers 
who are innovating and improving. If retailers don’t buy unsustainable 
products, producers will stop making them. 

Asking questions and getting more familiar with the products you sell 
also helps retailers communicate the benefits of these products to their 
shoppers.  Sharon Keilthy from Jiminy Eco Toys has some helpful tips 
on questions to ask:

QUESTIONS ABOUT WHERE THE PRODUCT COMES FROM:
 » What is the product made from? 

• Is it plastic-free? If not, is it made from reused, recycled, or 
plant-based plastic?

• Is it vegan?
• If made from plants (e.g., cotton), were they organically-grown?
• If made from wood, is it certified sustainable (FSC or PEFC)?
• If made from cardboard or paper, is it recycled and/or certified 

sustainable (FSC or PEFC)?
 » Where did these raw materials come from - which country / what 

source?
 » How far away is the country where the product is manufactured?
 » How does the product travel from there to us?  

(Sea / road / rail are at least 10 times more sustainable than air)
 » What is the product packaged in for the shopper?
 » How is the product packaged for transport to us - can it be packed 

plastic-free?
 » Has the producer any sustainability accreditation, e.g., B Corp 

certification, ISO 14001, etc?

QUESTIONS ABOUT USING THE PRODUCT:
 » If relevant, does the product have an energy rating?
 » Does the product help people live more sustainably?

QUESTIONS ABOUT WHERE THE PRODUCT GOES AFTER 
IT HAS BEEN USED:
 » Is the product itself reusable, recyclable, or compostable in Ireland? 

If compostable, home or industrial? 
 » Is the packaging reusable, recyclable, or compostable in Ireland? If 

compostable, home or industrial?
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Pillar 7 TOP TIPS
Work with credible suppliers and partners that will support you on your 
journey to make your retail offering more sustainable. 

Ask probing questions of your suppliers to determine how sustainable the 
products/services you provide for your customers really are and to help 
guide you in listing and ranging decisions.

Look at how you can find ways to reduce/offset your carbon footprint 
along your supply chain: 
 » Give customers the option to choose carbon neutral shipping options e.g. 

• Offering an optional carbon offsetting add-on at checkout
• Choosing a longer delivery period

 » Revisit your last-mile delivery options. 
 » Look at potential ways to reduce your fulfilment footprint.  Can you link in with 

other retailers within your community to share fulfilment opportunities?

Set targets for your business and be accountable for them.

Invest in recyclable, compostable, or reusable product packaging and 
shipping supplies. 

Communicate actions and progress clearly to your customers:
 » Keep your sustainability communication for customers simple to understand.
 » Highlight your initiatives and actions:

• Communicate clearly your green delivery options at checkout (E-com).
• Communicate the credentials of your suppliers and partners to your 

customers and help navigate them towards sustainable options within 
your store.

 » Communicate progress against targets to your customers.
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DID YOU KNOW?
GENERAL WASTE: The EPA estimate that in Ireland we 
produce more than 14 million tonnes of waste every year. 

PACKAGING WASTE: Ireland generates over a million tonnes  
of packaging waste each year (source: EPA, based on 2019 data). 

FOOD WASTE: Globally, one third of all the food produced for 
human consumption is wasted. At the same time, there are over 
820 million people worldwide who do not have enough to eat. In 
Ireland, the EPA estimate that we waste about 1 million tonnes 
of food each year. A quarter of this is generated by businesses.

Pillar 8
Waste & 
Recycling 
(Circular Economy)

Context
We are all aware that society produces too much waste and doesn’t recycle enough. 
Waste is bad for the planet.  Globally, waste is the fourth largest source of greenhouse 
gas emissions, after fossil fuels, agriculture and industrial processes (Source: Eurostat).  
Excess waste is also bad for business. It leads to increased costs, and at a time when 
the cost of doing business is rising it makes to sense try and cut down on waste. 

The best way to think about reducing waste is to remember the three Rs:
REDUCE |•REUSE•| RECYCLE
If we reduce what we buy, reuse what we can, and recycle wherever possible, 
we are doing the right thing for the planet and for business. Retailer initiatives to 
minimise waste and encourage recycling make a positive impression on suppliers, 
customers, and the wider community, and enhance a retailer’s brand. For example, 
many businesses are now offering their customers drop-off points for recycling or 
donating products they no longer need. This demonstrates a retailer’s commitment 
to sustainability, helps customers do their bit for the environment, and drives traffic to 
stores, a win all round. 

“The days of extracting virgin natural 
resources, making things with them and then 
throwing them away must come to an end. 
The transition to a circular economy has a 

key role to play in climate action. 45% of our 
emissions are directly related to producing 

goods. Reducing the quantity of natural 
resources that we use and waste also reduces 

pressure on the quality of our air, soils and 
water and creates sustainable employment 

around the country! ”
Ossian Smyth TD

The Minister of State with responsibility for the 
Circular Economy at the Department of the 
Environment, Climate and Communications
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Case Study 1: 
Sculpted by Aimee ReSculpted

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Sculpted by Aimee is an Irish cosmetics brand founded in 
2016 by makeup artist Aimee Connolly. The brand boasts a 
range of good-for-you, award winning products available 
through over 300 stockists in Ireland, and online across 
Ireland and UK. The brand continues to grow and has 
sold in excess of 1 million units to date. Founder Aimee 
Connolly was determined that the brand build sustainability 
credentials and launched ‘ReSculpted’, an incentivised 
recycling programme. 

KEY CONCERNS
The business was concerned by the amount of packaging 
going to waste once customers had used their products. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED  
‘ReSculpted’ is a recycling initiative that incentivises 
customers to recycle their used empties responsibly and 
earn reward points which can be redeemed against a 
future order. Sculpted offers a complimentary empties 
returns service to any customer, whether they have bought 
product from a retail stockist or online. It is an efficient and 
convenient process that encourages customers to recycle 
and ensures that cosmetic waste is recycled responsibly, 
through partner Terracycle. In some cases empties are 
repurposed for future products. 

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
Benefits include waste reduction and an enhanced brand 
reputation. Over 1,000 people have recycled their empties 
to date. Customers are offered the choice of using reward 
points against future purchases or to fund a ‘plant a tree’ 
initiative, benefiting the environment. To date over 200 
trees have been planted. 

TAKE OUT
Increasingly customers expect brands to commit to 
sustainability, and this influences their choice of brand. 
Sculpted by Aimee expects this to continue. Including the 
option of planting trees in the programme has proved to be 
extremely popular with customers. Months of perseverance 
by Aimee showed it is possible to convince global platforms 
such as TerraCycle to partner with small start-up brands. 

Sculpted by Aimee Products

ReSculpted

Terracycle
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Case Study 2: 
NCBI Charity Retail Stock Acquisition 

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
The National Council for the Blind of Ireland (NCBI) is the 
second largest charity shop chain in Ireland, receiving 
approximately 575,000kgs of donations per year. NCBI 
seeks to partner with retailers to acquire end of life / 
season, returned or damaged stock. By donating stock, 
retailers save items from landfill, whilst supporting an 
Irish charity to raise vital funds for the blind and visually 
impaired. NCBI provide a quick, easy and efficient 
collection service. This sustainability initiative supports 
retailers in improving their stock rotation and freeing up 
storage space. 

KEY CONCERNS
NCBI are acutely aware of the concerns that retailers may 
have around donating excess, returned or damaged stock 
to a charity, including the potential negative impact on 
profit or brand image. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED 
NCBI ensure all stock donated by retailers is sorted and 
processed at its main warehouse which supplies 130 
stores nationwide. Stock is distributed evenly throughout 
the NCBI retail network to avoid concentrating product at 
one location. Should a retailer wish, NCBI can ensure that 
donated product is not sent to stores within an agreed KM 
limit of that retailer. 

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
By working with NCBI, retailers can support a 
sustainability initiative with very little effort. A single 
point of contact within NCBI can co-ordinate collections 
nationwide, sort and process, and provide reporting and 
sales information as required. The additional benefit for 
the retailer is efficient stock rotation, freeing up space at 
their premises for new, higher value stock. 

TAKE OUT
Working with a charity partner such as NCBI can help 
retailers rotate their stock more efficiently and reduce 
the cost of waste disposal or recycling. All funds raised go 
directly to NCBI services. 

NCBI Retail Store

NCBI clothing display

NCBI signage explaining the environmental benefits of 
reused clothing
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Resculpted
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Pillar 8 | Waste & Recycling Pillar 8 | Waste & Recycling

Spotlight on:
Jinny’s Bakery in Leitrim

Jinny’s Bakery, a family business based in Drumshanbo

 » Jinny’s Bakery, a family business 
based in Drumshanbo, Co. Leitrim, 
availed of the Green for Micro 
programme through their Local 
Enterprise Office. They took part in 
the 2-day mentoring programme 
to look at the opportunities their 
business could explore in relation 
to sustainability. Two key concerns 
for the business were food waste 
and energy costs.

 » Jinny’s Bakery made a 5-year 
plan to reduce inefficiencies. In 
the first year, they saved almost 
€9,000 in food waste.

TRY THIS SIMPLE SWITCH
The Recycled Cup Holder - 
As seen in The Aloe Tree Shop Ennistymon

REDUCE AND REUSE:
1. Wherever possible, use reusable or returnable containers. 

Try to avoid single-use containers, particularly plastics.

2.  Where practicable, use less packaging in your business 
and encourage suppliers to use less packaging.

3. Encourage staff to come up with ideas for reusing and 
repurposing used products. 

4. Where possible, repair or renew materials. 

Pillar 8 TOP TIPS

RECYCLE AND DISPOSE RESPONSIBLY 
 » Start by visiting mywaste.ie for tips on how to reduce waste and dispose of different 

categories of waste properly. There is a dedicated section for businesses with support 
materials available to download or order in printed form free of charge. These 
include posters, bin labels, a guidance booklet and a checklist. There are also four 
short training videos.

 » Ensure you segregate waste properly to avoid contamination and make recycling 
easier.  Mark containers for recycling, food waste and general waste. 

 »  Ensure anything recyclable (paper, cardboard, tins, cans, plastics, glass) is clean and 
dry and placed in the correct recycling bin. 

 » When disposing of waste electrical and electronic equipment (weee), make sure to 
use authorised waste collectors. When purchasing new electronic equipment and 
appliances, ask for your weee recycling options. Visit weeeireland.ie.

 » If your business generates waste oils and hazardous waste, ensure these are securely 
stored in a dedicated container before collection. 

 »  Irish businesses generate 250,000 tonnes of food waste each year. The best 
starting point is to minimise food waste through good storage and stock control, and 
management of portion sizes.  Any waste should be disposed of properly – check 
mywaste.ie for guidance on what can go into the food waste bin. Any surplus unused 
or unsold food can be donated to charities, once it is in an acceptable condition and 
handled and distributed safely.  Contact local charity organisations that connect 
businesses with surplus food to charities and community organisations that would 
benefit from it.

FURTHER READING
Learn how to understand and control your 
food waste on www.positivecarbon.org

mywaste.ie 
Supports Download

mywaste.ie 
YouTube Videos

For general information on food waste, 
see the EPA's www.stopfoodwaste.ie
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Pillar 9
Supporting 
Irish, Local & 
Community  

Did You Know?
Every €1 spent locally returns €2.50 to our local economy. This translates into 
sustainable employment across retail and other sectors, but more importantly it 
supports vibrant and energetic communities and creative and cultural industries 
right across our island.  

Context
When we talk about the 3Ps of Sustainability – Planet, People and Prosperity 
-  supporting ‘Irish, Local and the Community’ is a key pillar within retail that 
embodies all three elements.  The case studies featured under this pillar show 
how different businesses are developing initiatives that support the community, 
the local economy and the overall retail sector.

Champion Green
Support Local &
Together We Rise
Let’s Champion Green and support 
local businesses this year to help our 
towns and cities recover and remain 
vibrant for future generations.

ChampionGreen.ie
#ChampionGreen #SupportLocal

Supported by: In association with:

Case Study 1: 
Champion Green

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Kilkenny Design launched Champion Green in June 2020 
in association with Visa, Retail Excellence, Small Firms 
Association and Chambers of Commerce Ireland as a 
national movement to drive the sustainable recovery of our 
communities and economy after the Covid-19 crisis. It aims 
to educate people on the importance of supporting local 
and encourage people to choose consciously. 

KEY CONCERNS
The Covid-19 pandemic saw the Irish retail sector 
dramatically impacted overnight. The key concern for 
Champion Green was ensuring business survival and for 
town centres/communities around Ireland to remain vibrant 
into the future. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED
Champion Green’s key objective is to rally the people 
of Ireland to rise together and support local, to 
#ChampionGreen under the campaign ‘When we support 
local, we all rise’. 
BUSINESS-FACING: 
 » Free small business online toolkit, including 

#ChampionGreen digital & social media assets and in 
store printable POS, to encourage consumers to support 
local when shopping. 

 » Free monthly webinar series offering small businesses 
tips & advice. 

 » €50,000 Retail Opportunity, courtesy of Champion 
Green and Aviva Life & Pensions Ireland DAC plus 
partners. 

 » Substantial PR coverage, amplifying the Champion 
Green message around Ireland. 

CONSUMER-FACING: 
 » Education, tips and advice on how to support local across 

social media and via the Champion Green website. 
 » Key campaigns such as ‘Turning Black Friday Green,’ to 

encourage consumers to support local during the busiest 
online shopping week of the year and during the run up 
to Christmas. 

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
A butterfly effect across the nation, driving awareness 
among local businesses and consumers of the benefits of 
supporting local. 

TAKE OUT 
There is higher awareness of the importance of supporting 
local since the pandemic. Support local messaging engages 
consumers and emotionally connects them with local 
businesses.

Champion Green
Support Local &
Together We Rise
Let’s Champion Green and support 
local businesses this year to help our 
towns and cities recover and remain 
vibrant for future generations.

ChampionGreen.ie
#ChampionGreen #SupportLocal

Supported by: In association with:
Champion Green All Rise campaign

Brian Donaldson, chief executive of The Maxol Group: 
Damien English TD, Minister of State for Business, Employment 
and Retail; and Marian O’Gorman, chairwoman of Kilkenny 
Design, promote the Champion Green movement

XXX
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“Sustainability is important in environmental terms, 
and means preserving living local communities. Local 
businesses are a lifeline for charities and community 

groups, and, by supporting the independent shops and 
businesses that make Ireland unique, we are preserving 

an important aspect of our identity and culture.“
Evelyn Moynihan, 

CEO of Kilkenny Design

“Why should people support local? 
Because we are all talking about jobs; 
we are talking about local people in 
jobs and local businesses. These are 
our friends, our family members, and 
neighbours. By making a conscious 
effort to support local, we are 
creating sustainable and prosperous 
communities for our future.” 

Marian O’Gorman, Founder of 
Champion Green & Chairperson 
Kilkenny Design 
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Case Study 2: 
Meagher’s Pharmacy Group  

& Plunkett’s GAA Club

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Meagher’s Pharmacy group has been in business 20 years, 
serving 9 communities in the Dublin area. Meagher’s 
Pharmacy, Kinvara park, is a community pharmacy 
offering pharmacy services to the Dublin 7 area. 

KEY CONCERNS
DELIVERY OF MEDICINES TO VULNERABLE PATIENTS 
DURING COVID 19 PANDEMIC.
Meagher’s pharmacy had huge concerns around its 
vulnerable customers at this time and worked fast to find a 
solution that would not only ensure all its patients had their 
medicines, but that they also had access to a pharmacist 
to speak to about their physical and mental health. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED
In order to ensure their customers received the advice 
and medicines they needed, Meagher’s pharmacy 
collaborated with their local GAA club, whose members 
delivered prescriptions on their behalf. Not only were 
its customers receiving their medicines, but they were 
delivered to them by a member of their community.  In 
fact, the members of Plunkett’s went to great lengths 
to put patients at ease and to bring a jovial spirit to the 
exchange.  The sense of community spirit was incredible 
and Meagher’s pharmacy worked with local businesses, 
such as their neighbouring grocery shops, to co-ordinate 
delivery of essentials, along with prescriptions.

BENEFITS
Meagher’s pharmacy found the collaboration to be a real 
success, not only because of the human advantages, but 
also because of the cost savings. Initially they had costed 
a delivery service to carry out the same function and at 
€5 per delivery were delighted to save their patients this 
cost. The club members did all deliveries on foot which also 
saved the energy costs that would have been incurred if 
they had carried out deliveries by car or van.

TAKE OUT
Understand the role that your business plays within your 
community.  As pharmacists in the community, it was 
essential that Meagher’s pharmacy remained accessible 
and available to its customers. It was this need that 
sparked the idea of the Meagher’s Video Pharmacist, 
Irelands first digital pharmacist service. This now enables 
not only existing patients, but also customers from all over 
the world to engage with Meagher’s experts and find 
solutions to their problems from the comfort and safety of 
their own home.

Meaghers Pharmacy Group Video Consultation

Meaghers Pharmacy Group Video Consultation

Oonagh O’Hagan, Owner and Managing
Director, Meaghers Pharmacy Group
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Case Study 3: 
SuperValu GAA  

“Community Includes Everyone”

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
SuperValu is Ireland’s leading grocery retailer with 222 
stores nationwide, serving over 2.7 million customers 
every week. Together with its retail partners, SuperValu 
employs approximately 16,000 people, making it one of 
the State’s largest private-sector employers. SuperValu 
partnered with the GAA, Cork LGFA and AsIAm to 
develop the “Community Includes Everyone” brand 
campaign. 

KEY CONCERNS
SuperValu believes in community and in making 
communities better by making them more inclusive.  
SuperValu research shows that 65% of people believe if 
the local GAA club is more diverse and inclusive, it will 
improve diversity and inclusivity in the wider community. 
It also showed that 47% believe we lack role models from 
diverse communities in GAA. SuperValu wanted to use 
its position in the community to support and encourage 
greater inclusion. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED 
In 2021 SuperValu and partners launched ‘The 
Community Includes Everyone’ campaign to highlight 
the importance of diversity and inclusion in the GAA, and 
ultimately in the community. The campaign launched 
with a live webinar from Croke Park, and was activated 
across TV, radio, billboards, bus shelters, digital and 
social media to drive conversations, awareness and 
understanding. 

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE 
Initial reaction to the ‘Community Includes Everyone’ 
campaign was hugely positive. However inclusion will 
not happen overnight. SuperValu see this as a long-term 
commitment and is delighted to partner with the GAA to 
further enhance diversity and inclusion in Gaelic Games. 
It is an honour to give a platform to members of diverse 
communities and advocates of inclusion within the GAA, 
and it is hoped that their stories can be the inspiration for 
many more.

TAKE OUT 
A holistic approach to sustainability that includes people, 
planet and prosperity, will ensure initiatives result in a 
positive community outcome.

The Community Includes Everyone campaign

The Community Includes Everyone campaign

The Community Includes Everyone campaign VIDEO
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1. Actively aim to increase the number of local producers and suppliers you 
work with.

2. Showcase local producers and suppliers to your customers and communicate 
product/service choices within your store that support local businesses.

3. .Invite local suppliers to support your ‘retail experience’ and add value for your 
customers through demonstrations / tastings, pop ups, information sessions, 
which can be held within your store or online through ‘Instagram Live’ sessions.

4. Look to create a live community board for your retail store, both physically 
and on-line.

5. Ask your customers which local and community initiatives you can help 
and support.  Ensure these are communicated to your customers at key 
points along their omnichannel purchase journey (such as doorway entry, 
community board, website and social media platforms).

6.  Look for ways to join with other retailers within your locality to amplify 
initiatives through a community based retail approach.

7.  Ensure that your ‘approach to supporting community’ is a diverse and 
inclusive one.

Pillar 9 TOP TIPS

• Check out Champion Green’s free 
business toolkit here

FURTHER READING

Case Study 4: 
Vodafone’s Digital Skills Initiative – Hi Digital

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Vodafone Ireland Foundation and Active Retirement 
Ireland and ALONE have joined forces to deliver a 
dedicated, nationwide digital skills training programme 
for older people. Vodafone are delighted to be launching 
the latest phase of Hi Digital - a digital skills programme 
for over 65’s, with in-person classes held across Ireland to 
help further combat the worsening digital divide.

KEY CONCERNS
Vodafone Ireland was concerned about the digital divide 
being experienced by older people in Ireland.

BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE 
With the help of volunteers and charity partners ALONE 
and Active Retirement Ireland, the Hi Digital initiative 
empowers older people to get to grips with computers, 
mobile devices, and the internet, building the skills and 
confidence they need to thrive in a digital society. There 
will be an investment of over €2 million over five years 
in the Hi Digital programme and more than 26k sessions 
have been initiated by older people online to date. 

TAKE OUT
Initiatives such as the Hi Digital programme allow 
older people within the community to feel part of their 
community as well as giving them the confidence to shop 
and do their banking online and stay connected to family 
and friends whilst on the go.

Vodafone Hi Digital initiative supporting over 65’s

Vodafone Age Friendly store signage

Vodafone Autism Friendly Hours store signage
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DID YOU KNOW?
Vodafone also supports inclusion for all in retail using an 
allocated time slot for AUTISM FRIENDLY HOURS every 
week. Small changes are made to make stores more 
accessible to autistic people.
Accessibility measures include:
 » Tv turned off
 » Music turned off
 » Assistance dogs welcome (as always)
 » Relaxation box available
 » Priority seating 
 » Priority appointments
 » Signage on windows displaying information

Article on Alone.ie
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SPOTLIGHT ON AN POST 
With branches throughout the country, An Post runs one of Ireland’s 
largest retail networks. 

On April 21st 2022, it launched its third Sustainability Report. This 
report outlines how An Post is contributing towards more sustainable 
living in Ireland by offering decent work, progressing towards 
a carbon free environment, developing a more comprehensive 
biodiversity strategy and improving financial inclusion in the 
community.  An Post aims to leave a mark it can be proud of. 

Among its many sustainability achievements, An Post is the first 
in Ireland to trial HVO for use in fleet fuel, the first postal service 
in the world to attain zero emissions across six cities, and the first 
major company in Ireland to eliminate the gender pay-gap. In 2021 
An Post launched The Green Institute, a training and development 
programme to develop skills and leadership in sustainable practice.

Download the full report published on An Post’s website

Pillar 10
Supporting 
People & 
Practices  

Did You Know?
We often default to Planet (the environment) when we think of sustainability.  
But sustainable practice also includes People (society) and Prosperity (the 
economy).  Initiatives that promote diversity, equality and inclusion in the 
workplace, or the wellbeing of people throughout the supply chain, or that 
benefit the wider community, are all part of the sustainability agenda.

Employees increasingly want to work for employers that do business in a 
sustainable, ethical and inclusive way.

Case Study 1: 
Applegreen – Drive Change

THE BUSINESS AND ITS INITIATIVE
Applegreen is Ireland’s leading roadside retailer with 
124 stores.  The business launched a comprehensive 
sustainability strategy called Drive Change, to ensure 
sustainability is embedded in everything it does. 

KEY CONCERNS
Applegreen was concerned about the need for both 
employees and customers to learn about sustainability and 
understand what the business was doing to become more 
sustainable. 

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED & BENEFITS FROM INITIATIVE
Applegreen created a framework called Drive Change, 
to communicate effectively to employees and customers 
the activities the business was undertaking to improve 
sustainability, using accessible language.  Various 
sustainability initiatives being undertaken across the 
business were consolidated within the Drive Change 
framework to drive awareness and understanding.  
The framework has four key pillars: 

1. Enabling a Low Carbon Future  
(example: the launch of TetraPak water bottles)

2. Nurturing our People  
(example: expansion of Graduate Program)

3. Customers & Communities  
(examples: planting of 300,000 native Irish trees, the 
Applegreen Charitable fund which has donated €5 
million to date to charities and local communities, the 
BioDive campaign aimed at increasing awareness of 
biodiversity in the community)

4. Offering Cleaner Energy  
(example: continued investment in EV charging)

TAKE OUT
It is vitally important for businesses to bring employees 
and customers with them on the sustainability journey. 
People are key to embedding sustainable solutions. Through 
the Drive Change framework, Applegreen was able to 
demonstrate to employees who may have been unsure what 
sustainability would mean for them, that the initiatives they 
were undertaking would contribute to a low carbon future 
and help embed sustainability in day-to-day operations. Both 
employees and customers were better able to appreciate the 
opportunities for positive impact at local community level. 

Applegreen Drive Change

Supporting communities & biodiversity

Applegreen TetraPak water bottles

Pillar 10 | Supporting People & Practices
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Pillar 10 | Supporting People & Practices

Mobilise your Team:
1. Appoint an advocate to champion sustainability in your business.  

This person does not have to be senior or have sustainability in 
their job title. It is more important that they are committed to 
sustainability, well connected and respected within the business.   

2. Lead from the top – ensure business leaders demonstrate 
commitment to sustainability.   

3. Set up a 'Sustainability Champions Team' appropriate to the size 
of your business. If large, ensure there is representation from 
different functions or divisions.  Encourage team members to 
share ideas about how to make the business more sustainable.

4. Offer training and development opportunities to employees 
who want to develop their skills and knowledge in aspects of 
sustainable business practice.

5. Encourage a sustainability mindset right across the business so 
that all employees feel invested. 

Create a Plan:
1. Begin by reviewing the current business operation.  Use our 10 

retail pillars as a starting point and make a judgement about 
which pillars are most important for your business to address.  

2. Develop a roadmap and a broad timeline, based on priorities.
3. For each area you want to address, be as clear as possible 

about what you want to achieve. Establish a baseline so that 
you can monitor progress over time.  This will be easier for 
some areas than others. In some cases, a qualitative judgement 
will be appropriate; in others, hard data will be required. Seek 
advice from experts if needed. 

4. Set clear goals and timeframes for each focus area and decide 
how progress will be measured. 

5. Review progress on a regular basis and communicate what 
has been achieved across the business.  

Pillar 10 TOP TIPS

• Talent for Ireland’s Green Economy 
2022, ESRI for Skillnet Ireland

FURTHER READING

Share your Progress:
1. Communicate your progress internally and 

externally – with suppliers and customers as 
appropriate. Let people know about the good 
work you’re doing. Celebrate achievements to 
keep your team motivated.

2. Enable frontline staff to answer customer 
queries about sustainable products and services 
or nominate ‘green’ staff members to do so.  

3. Involve your community – local or virtual. Let 
them know about initiatives your business is 
undertaking and how they will benefit the 
wider community. Supporting other local 
businesses and projects designed to ‘give back’ 
to the community is a great way to bring your 
commitment to life, and make both employees 
and customers feel good. 

4. It’s the journey that’s important as much as the 
destination. Aim for continuous improvement – 
every step along the way is an achievement.
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SIRA Summary 
& Next Steps 

Next Steps & Summary

Climate change is the greatest challenge facing this generation 
and each of us needs to play our part in addressing this challenge.  
We now need urgent climate action.  As a retailer, you have a 
vital role to play. Your power to influence stretches beyond your 
business to those that supply you and to the customers you serve. 

We appreciate that there is a lot of information contained within this guide. You 
may find it easiest to dip in and out of the various sections as you need to. Our 
aim is provide you with practical support and helpful tools that you can utilise as 
you take steps on your sustainability journey.  

Look to make your retail store more energy, water and waste efficient, to 
influence change with your suppliers, and to trial new products and services 
that deliver sustainable options for your customers and support their desire to 
live more sustainable lifestyles. Retailers need to proactively future proof their 
businesses, anticipating potential government legislation rather than waiting for 
it to happen.  Avail of supports for the retail industry including tax breaks, access 
to grants and ‘green lending’ for businesses. So, get prepared and take action.

Retail standards around sustainability are rising.  It is not a question of becoming 
more sustainable in the future to give your retail business a competitive 
advantage.  Instead, it is about becoming more sustainable to avoid being at a 
competitive disadvantage.

“Climate change is no longer a passing 
concern – it is a clear and present danger for 

every single person on the planet. Retailers 
in Ireland are understandably worried about 
worsening climate change and the giant risk 

it poses. Retailers need to be proactive to 
make their businesses more sustainable and 
that’s why we have been delighted to work 

with Sharon & Claire on the publication of this 
Sustainable Irish Retail Action (SIRA) guide.”

Duncan Graham
CEO, Retail Excellence
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PILLAR 1: 
Design, Build & Retrofit

Plan ahead to control what you 
can to help make an impact.

PILLAR 2: 
Heating & Cooling

Understand your system and where 
you can make improvements.

PILLAR 8: 
Waste & Recycling

Apply the 3 Rs: reduce, reuse, 
recycle

PILLAR 7: 
Supply Chain

Work with suppliers to keep 
each other accountable.

PILLAR 3: 
Lighting

A smarter system will help keep 
things more energy efficient.

PILLAR 10:
People & Practices
Get eveyone involved.

PILLAR 4:
Appliances & Systems

Improve where possible. Regular 
maintenance will keep the current 

system running smoothly.

PILLAR 6:
Signage & Communications
Clearly communicate sustainable 
options and their benefits to staff 

and customers

PILLAR 9:
Irish, Local & Community

Support local to help drive 
sustainability initiatives.

PILLAR 5:
Products & Services

Work closely with suppliers to get the best 
outcomes for you, them and the environment.

How To Guide 
Simple Steps to Communicate  
Sustainability to Shoppers
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A Retail Sustainability Checklist A Retail Sustainability Checklist

PILLAR 6:  SIGNAGE & COMMUNICATIONS
 » Map out ways to communicate your sustainable products/services to 

customers,  e.g. highlighting when products are sourced from local suppliers, 
displaying relevant certification, and assisting shoppers with tips around how to 
use ‘sustainable’ options, such as refills.

 » Look for ways to make the communication assets themselves more sustainable 
by considering your material choice and using more environmentally friendly 
modular, reusable and flexible materials/assets. 

 » Integrate energy efficient technologies into your communication touchpoints 
and switch out for paperless communications, where possible e.g. QR Codes.

PILLAR 7: SUPPLY CHAIN
 » Work with credible suppliers and partners that will support you to make your 

retail offering more sustainable and ask probing questions of suppliers, to help 
guide you in listing and ranging decisions.

 » Look for ways to reduce/offset your carbon footprint along your supply chain.  
 » Set targets for your business, be accountable for them, and communicate 

progress both internally and externally, as appropriate.

PILLAR 8: WASTE & RECYCLING
 » Understand better how to manage your business waste. Start by visiting www.

mywaste.ie for tips on how to reduce waste and dispose of different categories 
of waste properly and familiarise yourself with other supports available.

 » Make a list of ways to reduce and reuse waste within your store.  Target 
yourself to use less packaging in your business and encourage suppliers to do 
likewise. Wherever possible, use reusable or returnable packaging and try to 
avoid single-use containers, particularly plastics.

 » Drive good waste and recycling practices within your store, encouraging staff 
to come up with ideas for reusing and repurposing used products, and making 
sure that they know how to recycle and dispose of waste correctly.

PILLAR 9: IRISH, LOCAL & COMMUNITY
 » Set a target to increase the number of local producers and suppliers you work 

with and showcase these producers and suppliers to customers.
 » Invite local suppliers to support your ‘retail experience’, adding value for your 

customers through demonstrations / tastings, pop ups and information sessions, 
which can be held within your store or online through ‘Instagram Live’ sessions.

 » Communicate initiatives to your customers at key touch points, such as 
doorway entry, a community board, your website and social media platforms.

 » Join with other retailers to amplify initiatives through a community based 
approach and ensure your ‘approach to supporting community’ is a diverse and 
inclusive one.

PILLAR 10: PEOPLE & PRACTICES
 » Mobilise your business by setting up a ‘team of sustainability champions’, 

appropriate to the size of your business. If large, ensure there is representation 
from different functions or divisions.  Encourage team members to share ideas 
about how to make the business more sustainable.

 » Create a plan by reviewing your current business operation, deciding on key 
focus areas, setting clear goals and timeframes for each focus area, and 
deciding how progress will be measured. 

 » Review progress on a regular basis and communicate it internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Involve your community and let people know about 
how your initiatives will benefit the wider community. Celebrate achievements 
to keep your team motivated.

A RETAIL SUSTAINABILITY CHECKLIST
PREPARATION

 » Appoint an advocate (or advocates) to champion sustainability in your business.
 » Get familiar with the supports and tools available to help you on your sustainability 

journey.  See section 7 -  ‘How To Navigate Sustainability Supports’. 

10 RETAIL PILLARS 

PILLAR 1: DESIGN, BUILD & RETROFIT: 
 » Implement energy management within your business. Review, identify and 

understand how energy is currently being consumed within your business, to 
establish a baseline.  

 » Set and track management targets and, when ready, invest in energy efficient 
upgrades and switch to a renewable energy provider. 

 » Whether embarking on a new build for your store or planning renovations and 
retrofits for an existing retail building, plan for the long term, to avoid rebuilds and 
the risk of materials becoming obsolete in the future.

PILLAR 2: HEATING & COOLING
 » Evaluate your heating and cooling systems and look for ways to make them more 

energy efficient, regularly monitoring your efforts.
 » If required, look at upgrading your heating and controls.  Consider installing time, 

temperature, boiler and zonal controls, to reduce your heating costs.
 » Assign responsibility for the HVAC system controls within your store to a key person 

and ensure they understand how to use the systems and schedule in checks and 
repairs regularly.

PILLAR 3: LIGHTING
 » Carry out a lighting audit within your store and, where possible, switch to more 

energy efficient LED lighting and look at installing smart lighting systems and 
controls. 

 » Ensure that staff are trained and equipped to use your lighting system and ensure 
simple practices such as turning off lights are adhered to.

 » Set targets for lighting efficiency and regularly measure and verify performance, 
to ensure you are getting the anticipated energy savings.

PILLAR 4: APPLIANCES & SYSTEMS
 » Make a list of appliances and systems within your retail store and create a checklist 

of their usage/cleaning/maintenance requirements.
 » Look to upgrade to more energy efficient equipment and be sure to ask your 

equipment suppliers to provide tips around ongoing energy efficiency practices.
 » Train staff to turn off equipment when not in use/required and to use optimum 

temperature settings for appliances.

PILLAR 5: PRODUCTS & SERVICES
 » Review your range of products / services through a sustainability lens and work 

with suppliers that can help you provide sustainable options for your customers.
 » Source from local suppliers, wherever possible. Not only does this reduce carbon 

footprint, but it also saves on transport costs, mitigates reliance on international 
supply chains, and benefits the local economy. 

 » Make the sustainable choice the easy one for your customers. If you’re displaying 
sustainable options as part of a range, either physically or online, highlight them so 
they are visible and stand out from less sustainable options.
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Sharon Yourell Lawlor 
Sharon Yourell Lawlor, founder of Think Plan Do Consulting, 
is a renowned shopper and retail marketing strategist.  
Sharon has worked for over 25 years in the FMCG industry 
and specialises in translating insights into strategy to 
influence consumer and shopper behaviour. Sharon is 
experienced in helping clients devise insight-led practical 
solutions to influence retailers and shoppers, taking note 
of key trends that are impacting the retail environment.  
She is an experienced keynote speaker and trainer and in 
2022 launched a global training course on retail marketing 
strategy with LinkedIn Learning.

DisclaimerAbout the 
Authors

Next Steps & Summary

This practical e-guide to becoming a more sustainable retail business was produced 
by SIRA (Sustainable Irish Retail Action), which is an initiative launched by Think Plan Do 
Consulting Limited and BehaviourWise Limited, both registered in Ireland, in partnership 
with Retail Excellence Ireland Services Limited.

The information provided in this e-guide is for general information purposes only and is 
not intended to address the circumstances of a particular individual or entity, or to be a 
substitute for professional advice. You should always seek professional advice before 
relying on anything stated in this e-guide to make a business decision. For more specific, 
comprehensive or up-to-date information, or for advice on particular situations, we 
strongly advise that you seek appropriate professional advice.  We will not be responsible 
for any direct, indirect or special damages, howsoever caused, arising out of the use of 
this e-guide. 

All information is provided in good faith. Although we made every effort to ensure the 
information provided is accurate, please bear in mind that knowledge in the field of 
sustainability is constantly evolving. We cannot guarantee that the information provided 
will be accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the 
future. 

Certain links in this e-guide will lead to websites which are outside of our control. Your use 
of any external website is subject to the terms of that site. We accept no liability in respect 
of information, products or services available on any website which is outside our control. 
We acknowledge permission from SEAI to source and use content from www.seai.ie.  We 
would also like to thank all other organisations and associated websites featured.

This e-guide contains case studies, spotlight features and quotes from members of the 
retail and wider business community. Any opinions expressed by those featured are 
theirs alone. We are not responsible for the accuracy of information supplied by them.  

Reproduction, distribution and/or retransmission of material contained within this e-guide 
is prohibited unless you have obtained prior written permission. Please contact: sharon.
yourell@tpdconsulting.ie. 

This disclaimer will be governed by and construed according to the laws of the Republic 
of Ireland.

Claire Cogan
Claire Cogan is a behavioural scientist and founder 
of BehaviourWise, a dedicated behavioural 
science consultancy.  Prior to establishing 
BehaviourWise, Claire worked for 25 years with 
leading FMCG companies including Britvic, Unilever 
and Kerry, where she led insight and category 
teams and organisational change programmes.  
She is experienced in engaging with retailers at all 
levels from stores to head offices, often with the 
objective of supporting behaviour change. 
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